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Abstract

The thesis explores the generation of anisotropic and boundary con-

forming Voronoi regions and Delaunay triangulations, high-order mesh

quality and the development of mesh enhancement techniques which

incorporate quality measures to preserve mesh validity longer.

In the first part an analogy with crystal growth is proposed to han-

dle mesh anisotropy and boundary conformity in Voronoi diagrams

and Delaunay mesh generation. A Voronoi partition of a domain cor-

responds to the steady-state configuration of many crystals growing

from their seed points. Mesh anisotropy is incorporated and the shape

of the boundary of an isolated crystal is guided by re-interpreting a

user-defined Riemann metric in terms of the velocity of the crystal

boundary. A straightforward implementation of conformity to bound-

aries is achieved by treating the boundary of the computational do-

main as the boundary of a stationary crystal.

The second part attempts to answer the question: what is a good high-

order element? A review of a priori mesh quality measures suitable

for high-order elements is presented. A systematic analysis of the

quality measures for interior and boundary elements is then carried

out utilising a number of test cases that consist of a set of carefully

selected elements with various degrees of distortion. Their ability

to identify severe geometrical distortion is discussed. The effect of

boundary curvature on the performance of quality measures is also

investigated.

The last part proposes improvements to a conventional mesh defor-

mation method based on the equations of elasticity to maintain high-

order mesh validity and enhance mesh quality. This is accomplished



by incorporating additional terms, that can be interpreted as body

forces and thermal stresses in the elastic analogy. Different test cases

are designed to prolong mesh validity, and their performance is re-

ported. A proposal of how to formulate these terms to incorporate

anisotropy is also presented.
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Chapter 1

Overview of the Thesis and Its

Context

Numerical solutions of partial differential equations require a unique form of ge-

ometric network that is defined on and conforms to the geometric domain of a

given problem. The geometric network is generated by a spatial discretisation

method that divides the whole geometric domain into smaller regions. Each of

these regions is called a mesh element. An element is defined as a geometric

entity, e.g. a triangle or a tetrahedra, by a particular connectivity arrangement

established amongst its points. All points and connectivities that are uniquely

organised on a prescribed geometric domain constitutes a geometric network that

is addressed as a mesh.

Two essential classes of generating geometric networks are referred to as struc-

tured and unstructured mesh generation. A structured mesh is a regular geomet-

ric network that has a specific global arrangement. Its neighbourhood relation-

ships are determined by its storage in the computer memory. Neighbouring points

in the physical space of a structured mesh match perfectly with that in the com-

putational space, thereby providing clear advantages in programming in terms

of computer time and memory. For instance, sweep operations are performed

effectively. An unstructured mesh, on the other hand, has no such global struc-

ture. Its connectivities are defined externally and individually. At first glance,

this seems to be a disadvantage, but it opens doors for flexible mesh manipula-
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1. Overview of the Thesis and Its Context

tion such as point or element insertion and removal, especially in the presence of

increasing errors in a particular region of the geometric domain.

Industrial flow simulations involve complex geometric domains that are made

of convex, concave and flat boundaries. A curvilinear physical mesh that is

mapped from a uniform and structured computational lattice can suit complex

boundaries well and yield an acceptable numerical solution. It, however, com-

plicates the mathematical expressions employed. With unstructured meshes, it

is highly possible to use fewer mesh elements and easier to represent complex

domain boundaries; mapping-associated additional terms are not needed, and a

flexible node valence property that permits any number of mesh points to meet

at one location is achievable. Anisotropic and asymmetric features of models can

be captured with less effort. Therefore, unstructured meshes are more close to

being ideal (see [12] for further details).

The attention of the current study is triangular and tetrahedral elements.

Unstructured meshes of this form are conventionally generated by the quadtree

method in two dimensions or the octree technique in three dimensions [47, 48],

the Delaunay triangulation [54], the advancing-front [32, 33] and the advancing-

layers approaches [69]. Procedures to generate elements in other forms are briefly

examined in [72].

In the quadtree or octree method, an initial box is created encompassing the

geometric domain. The domain is subdivided into four or eight square, rectan-

gular, rhomboid or cubic subregions recursively until a satisfactory mesh reso-

lution is obtained. Intersection of subregions with the boundary is identified.

Each subregion is triangulated using its corner and side points as well as its in-

tersecting points with the boundary. Subregions outside the domain are then

removed. The advantages of this approach are its speed and ease of parallelism.

It generates acceptable subregions and elements in domain interiors, but irregular

subregions near complex boundaries. A considerable number of partitioning of

the domain into subregions and intersection calculations remedy this difficulty,

otherwise complex boundaries are not well represented. To ensure the continuity

between elements, a balanced domain subdivision is required. Due to the hierar-

chical data structure used, this method permits the display of different resolutions

of the domain, but it does not have a good control on the stretching of boundary

2



1. Overview of the Thesis and Its Context

elements. Most mesh edges aligns in certain directions. It generates anisotropic

elements that are not aligned with the grid.

The Delaunay triangulation is the nearest neighbour graph of a given point

set. It generates unstructured meshes exploiting an empty circle or sphere cri-

terion which imposes the absence of additional points within the circumcircle or

circumsphere of any mesh element. This is the unique circle or sphere that passes

through all the points of an element. The criterion is dictated to a set of points

or the points that incrementally construct the triangulation. Several geometric

features of a mesh are optimised in this way, thereby enhancing its interpolation

accuracy. Although this method is a powerful tool, some of its desirable proper-

ties are not generalisable to dimensions higher than two, e.g. the maximisation

of the smallest angle. Moreover, it might not respect domain boundaries or sur-

faces straightforwardly or fail in some special cases where four or more cocircular

points exist in the point set. Two strategies to overcome these predicaments are

introducing a large number of new points into the triangulation or forcing it to

conform domain boundaries by clean-up operations, e.g. edge or face swapping.

The first appears to be unnecessary in some circumstances; the latter sacrifices

the Delaunay property for the benefit of requiring no new points and is not always

sufficient for boundary recovery. Domain boundaries also hinder the elimination

of skinny elements which might arise in practice. Refs. [17, 18, 41, 75] provide

more details about these and other difficulties associated with this technique such

as visibility criteria, algorithm termination problems for particular bounds (e.g.

angles), controlling anisotropy and extension to three dimensions.

In the advancing front method, an unstructured mesh is constructed by pro-

gressively attaching elements at the domain boundary and marching into the

domain interior. After the discretisation of the boundary, an initial front is built

from the segments on the boundary. This is followed by adding elements into the

domain and updating the front each time a new element is inserted. Once there

is no space left for new elements, the mesh is complete. This approach is good

at generating elements with high aspect ratio, but invalid elements might also be

produced due to intersecting and overlapping geometric entities. As a result, ge-

ometric searches that are computationally intensive are required for determining

mesh validity, especially in three dimensions.

3



1. Overview of the Thesis and Its Context

The advancing layers method has been proposed by [68]. It employs a sys-

tematic layer-by-layer approach, which is absent in the advancing front strategy,

and it focuses more on the boundary conformity of elements generated.

Most conventional methods are computationally efficient and robust, but the

presence of the above-mentioned and other difficulties complicate the generation

of unstructured meshes. An alternative and straightforward method would be

useful, therefore, to better analyse, understand and possibly resolve some of the

issues in meshing.

Another topic which is as influential on numerical solutions as mesh generation

is the quality of meshes. There are different perspectives to look at this. These can

be interpolation errors, disretisation errors and the conditioning of the stiffness

matrix [40]. For example, the conditioning of a given equation system at elemental

level has been studied by [46], with no assurance of global quality. Following this,

an attempt at global level has been made by [44] using the relationship between

the condition number and the effect of mesh distortion. There have been only few

attempts at defining the quality of curved (high-order) meshes. An investigation

into high-order mesh quality have been carried out in [9] for quadratic triangular

elements. In this study, the concept of admissible space for the element mid-

nodes has been established. This has been extended to quadratic quadrilateral

elements in [42]. Here an admissible space for a mid-node has been obtained by

restricting elements using non-degeneracy conditions.

Quality of linear elements has received much attention, well studied and is

fairly developed. Shewchuk [40] has presented an extensive survey which includes

several mesh quality measures. Yet the question of what is good quality still

remains open for linear elements and immature for high-order elements. An

analysis to define the quality of high-order meshes would thus provide progress

in this field.

To improve the quality of a linear mesh, mesh movement strategies are used to

change the position of the points in the mesh retaining their connectivity. They

are also utilised to incorporate boundary layer meshes into an existing mesh and

to generate high-order elements. Some of the most popular of these are the

Laplacian smoothing [11, 34], Winslow smoothing [58], elastic mesh deformation

[15, 74] and mesh optimisation [31, 50].
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1. Overview of the Thesis and Its Context

Previous work which uses either linear [15, 74, 80] or non-linear elasticity [55]

lacks mechanisms for controlling the validity and quality of a deformed mesh. The

elasticity formulation could be enhanced with the use of an additional mechanism,

e.g. a penalty term [11, 57] which ensures that the area of mesh elements are

remained positive through the smoothing process. The extra mechanism could

provide extensions of the method that incorporate the best measures of quality.

This thesis investigates two important topics in unstructured mesh generation.

The first topic is the generation of anisotropic and boundary-conforming Voronoi

regions and their corresponding Delaunay triangulations. The second topic con-

cerns the assessment of the quality of high-order meshes and the development of

mesh enhancement techniques that ensure element validity and incorporate mea-

sures of mesh quality. The examples presented in this thesis are two-dimensional

but the techniques proposed will extend to three dimensions. More detailed lit-

erature reviews of the relevant topics will be presented in each chapter.

Chapter 2 addresses two of the major issues associated with conventional mesh

generation techniques: mesh anisotropy and boundary conformity. It proposes a

method based on an analogy with crystal growth which is simulated via the level

set method [35] to construct boundary-conforming Voronoi regions, and their dual

Delaunay triangulations, that match a user-defined spatial distribution of element

size and shape, i.e. a Riemannian metric. The basic idea here is to interpret a

Voronoi region as a crystal that grows from a seed until its growth is stopped by

another crystal or a prescribed boundary. A Voronoi partition of a domain is the

steady-state configuration of several crystals growing from their seed points at a

speed that varies in magnitude and direction according to a specified metric field.

If we adopt an Euclidean distance, the speed of growth of the crystals is constant

and the shape of an isolated crystal, in the absence of collisions, is always an

evolving circle with increasing radius. The boundary interfaces between crystals

are straight lines when crystals collide. Here we incorporate mesh anisotropy by

re-interpreting the user-defined Riemann metric in terms of the velocity normal

to the boundary of the crystal. Therefore the direction and speed of propagation

changes from point to point and the shape of the boundary of an isolated crystal

is no longer a circle but a shape that is controlled by the specified metric field,

and the boundary interfaces are curved. The method permits a straightforward
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1. Overview of the Thesis and Its Context

implementation of conformity to boundaries by simply treating the boundary of

the computational domain as the boundary of a stationary crystal. The tech-

niques to detect these collisions, the formation of interfaces between seeds, and

the treatment of domain boundaries as additional (inner or outer) restricting

seeds are described in detail. The device used for this purpose is an extension of

the formulation proposed by [23] that permits a better handling of several crystal

collisions.

Chapter 3 poses a fundamental question: what is a good quality high-order

element? This chapter is an attempt towards an answer to this question. The

first part of the chapter presents a review of mesh quality measures suitable for

high-order elements. The quality measures are assessed against a compiled set

of desirable properties for such measures. Suitable quality measures are then

applied to a set of carefully selected elements with various degrees of distortion

and assessed by their ability to identify severe geometrical distortion. The second

part of the chapter investigates the shape that an interior high-order element will

achieve if mesh quality, as represented by a quality measure, was optimised. The

third, and final part of the chapter, analyses element quality in the presence of

boundaries by assessing the effects of curvature on the performance of quality

measures.

Chapter 4 proposes improvements to conventional high-order mesh generation

techniques based on the deformation of a linear mesh that maintain the validity

of the elements and improve mesh quality. These are accomplished by incor-

porating additional terms, that can be interpreted as body forces and thermal

stresses in the elastic formulation, aiming at preserving the validity of elements

and to improve mesh quality. Finally, it discusses how to formulate these terms

to incorporate anisotropy.

Chapter 5 presents conclusions and suggestions for further work.

Publications from the thesis

Some of the material in Chapter 2 was presented as a Research Note at the 20th

International Meshing Roundtable in Paris, France in October 23− 26, 2011. A

revised and expanded version was published in the ASME Journal of Computing
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and Information Science in Engineering on June 2, 2014.
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Chapter 2

Boundary Conforming Voronoi

Regions and Delaunay

Triangulations

2.1 Introduction

Voronoi regions and their dual Delaunay triangulations are one of the most suc-

cessful and useful structures in computational geometry with applications as var-

ied as nearest neighbours problems, path planning or mesh generation. The

required background information on these structures and their properties can be

found in the reviews [7, 17]. Here the focus will be on mesh generation.

For the Euclidean distance, a unique dual Delaunay triangulation of the

Voronoi partition exists in the absence of four or more cocircular and three or

more collinear seeds. The use of various metrics in the construction of Voronoi re-

gions and Delaunay triangulations has been reviewed in [64] where conditions for

the existence of a dual Delaunay triangulation are given for some special metrics.

To generate anisotropic meshes that exhibit spatial variations of element size

and shape, practical methods of mesh generation based on Delaunay triangula-

tions incorporate a spatially varying metric, see e.g. [54], that amounts to working

in a space with a Riemannian structure. In the following this will be referred to

it as the metric field. The presence of a metric field is often heuristically handled
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2. Boundary Conforming Voronoi Regions and Delaunay. . .

through the use of a local transformation that maps the coordinates of relevant

points in the mesh into a region where the metric is Euclidean and standard

techniques for Delaunay triangulations, such as the in-circle test, are applied. A

simplification of the classical Riemannian distance measure has been proposed in

[60] where the definition of directional distance is used to construct anisotropic

centroidal Voronoi tessellations.

Classical techniques to generate the Delaunay triangulation utilises additional

procedures. These involve generating an additional enclosing rectangle around

the domain, creating room for new points, inserting new points, local topological

changes like edge swapping, optimising the location of points and reconstructing

domain boundaries. More recent methods, e.g. [27, 28], also use control (metric)

spaces. More than one metric definitions sometimes might be required to better

satisfy Delaunay proximity criterion to insert new points at right locations, eval-

uating lengths, so that the new point is in the circumcircles of all neighbouring

triangles or in the circumspheres of all adjacent tetrahedra. For the generation

of an anisotropic mesh, these procedures become more complicated, especially in

three dimensions.

Leibon and Letscher [20] established theoretical conditions for the existence of

Delaunay triangulations when a Riemannian metric is used, but these conditions

are not straightforward to implement. More recently, Labelle and Shewchuk [18]

have proposed a visibility criteria in two dimensions that guarantees the exis-

tence of the dual Delaunay triangulation and that can be readily implemented

for domains with straight lines. Since Labelle and Shewchuk’s technique neither

extends to 3D nor is it able to perform with curved domains, an extension for

curved domains have been proposed in [78]; however, there are restrictions on

the angles between the two adjoining curves inputted herein. Therefore, revis-

iting Ref. [18], another approach [37] has been proposed by the use of a higher

dimensional power diagram that simplifies the technique, but once again some

complications are expected to be encountered in 3D due to some unresolved mesh

overlapping issues.

Here a different point of view is adopted and an alternative technique is pro-

posed to construct anisotropic boundary-conforming Voronoi regions controlled

by a user-specified metric field with the objective of generating dual Delaunay

9



2. Boundary Conforming Voronoi Regions and Delaunay. . .

triangulations that incorporate stretched triangles. The basic idea is to interpret

a Voronoi region as a crystal that grows from a seed until its growth is stopped

by another crystal or a prescribed boundary. A Voronoi partition of a domain

will be the steady-state configuration of several crystals growing from their seed

points at a speed that varies in magnitude and direction according to a specified

metric field. If an Euclidean distance is adopted, the speed of growth of the crys-

tals is constant and the shape of an isolated crystal, in the absence of collisions,

is always an evolving circle with increasing radius. The boundary interfaces be-

tween crystals are straight lines when crystals collide. However, in the presence

of a Riemannian metric, the direction and speed of propagation will change from

point to point, the shape of the boundary of an isolated crystal is no longer a

circle but a shape that depends on the specified metric field, and the boundary

interfaces are curved.

The approach suggested here for the generation of Voronoi regions is the

following. The evolution of the crystals is modelled by means of the level set

method [35] incorporating a device to stop them when they reach the boundary

of the domain or other crystals. In the case of collisions between crystals, this

device is an extension of the formulation proposed by Russo and Smereka [23]

that permits a better handling of collisions of several crystals. The treatment

of the collisions of the crystals with the boundary as a form of dry contact, or

slip boundary condition, is proposed to avoid the formation of isolated regions1.

To generate anisotropic Delaunay triangulations, the distance is given by a Rie-

mannian metric that is re-interpreted in terms of the velocity of propagation of

the boundary of a crystal. This interpretation could be useful to establish how to

impose restrictions on user-defined metric fields so as to avoid pathological cases,

such as the generation of orphan2 and isolated regions, that prevent the existence

of a valid dual Delaunay triangulation.

This chapter proposes a method to construct a discrete Voronoi diagram via

numerical approximation on a Cartesian grid, and it is organised as follows. Sec-

tion 2.2 describes the governing equations of the growth of a crystal as the evolu-

tion of a level set representing its boundary. The numerical discretisation of the

1An isolated region is a Voronoi region interior to another Voronoi region.
2Orphan regions are regions with no seeds on them.
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governing equations is briefly summarised in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses

how to incorporate anisotropy in the direction of propagation of the crystal front

to comply with a Riemannian metric and generate anisotropic Voronoi regions.

The method for modelling the collision between crystals is described in Section

2.5. It is shown in Section 2.6 that the treatment of the collision with the bound-

ary as if it was a crystal leads to isolated regions and an alternative dry contact

treatment is proposed. Some examples of application of the methodology are

presented in Section 2.7, and conclusions are given in Section 2.8.

2.2 Governing Equations of the Level Set For-

mulation

The growth of the crystals from an initial set of S seeds is modelled by a level

set method similar to these proposed in [23, 36]. The front of each crystal, s, is

assimilated to a constant value of a function ϕs(x, y, t) that evolves according to

the equation
∂ϕs

∂t
+ βsF s|∇ϕs| = 0; s = 1, . . . , S (2.1)

Here, F s is the speed of propagation in the direction normal to the boundary

of the crystal, represented by ϕs. It is calculated at grid points from the metric

tensor as detailed in Section 2.4. βs is a sensor to detect the collision of the

crystal with other crystals or the boundary. Its default value is βs = 1, and it is

set to zero when a collision is detected. This procedure is described in Section

2.5.

2.3 Discretisation

A first-order upwind finite difference approximation have been used on a Cartesian

grid to discretise Eq. (2.1) as proposed in [36]. Using {ϕs}ni,j to denote the

numerical approximation for ϕs(xi, yj, t
n), with xi = i∆x; i = 1, . . . , I; yj = j∆y;

j = 1, . . . , J , and tn = n∆t; n = 0, . . . , N , the discrete form of Eq. (2.1) reads

{ϕs}n+1
i,j = {ϕs}ni,j −∆t{βsF s}ni,jDn

i,j; s = 1, . . . , S (2.2)
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where Dn
i,j is the one-dimensional upwind gradient in the direction normal to the

level set.

To avoid uneven growth during the propagation of crystals and thus reduce

mesh effects and achieve smoothly growing crystals, the procedure advocated in

[36] is adopted for the calculation of normal vectors. A unit normal at the grid

point is calculated by averaging the non-zero one-sided difference approximations

to the unit normal in each possible direction. The Cartesian components of

the averaged unit normal are denoted by {Ns}ni,j =
(
{N s

x}
n
i,j ,
{
N s
y

}n
i,j

)
and are

used whenever such a normal is required. The calculation of the one-dimensional

upwind gradient is now given by

Dn
i,j =

{ [
max(0, D−{ϕs}ni,j)

]2
+
[
min(0, D+{ϕs}ni,j)

]2 } 1
2

(2.3)

Using the notation {δx}si,j = ∆s {N s
x}

n
i,j and {δy}si,j = ∆s

{
N s
y

}n
i,j

with ∆s =

min (∆x,∆y), the terms above are written as

D+ {ϕs}ni,j =
ϕs
(
xi + {δx}si,j , yj + {δy}si,j , tn

)
− {ϕs}ni,j

∆s
(2.4)

and

D− {ϕs}ni,j =
{ϕs}ni,j − ϕs

(
xi − {δx}si,j , yj − {δy}

s
i,j , t

n
)

∆s
(2.5)

The required values of ϕs along the normal are interpolated from the nodal values

on the cell that contains the point where ϕs is evaluated. The resulting scheme

is explicit, and an analysis of its numerical stability [36] imposes a timestep

restriction given by ∆t ≤ ∆s/max
(
{F}si,j

)
. Here, ∆s is the geometric step size.

2.4 Obtaining Anisotropic Voronoi Regions

Anisotropy in the generation of Voronoi regions is desirable when one tries to gen-

erate meshes where elements are required to be stretched along certain directions,

for instance, in aerofoil boundary layers and wakes. Here anisotropy is introduced

by means of a user-specified metric field that represents a spatial distribution of
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the metric tensor M (x, y). As it is customary, e.g. [54, 60], the metric tensor is

represented by a positive definite matrix and an eigenvalue analysis of the metric

tensor permit us to write it as

M = RTΛR (2.6)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of M, and R

is the matrix containing the corresponding eigenvectors. In two dimensions, R

represents a rotation of angle θ, and the metric tensor can be expressed as

M =

[
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

]ᵀ [
λ1 0

0 λ2

][
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

]
(2.7)

For visualisation purposes in the examples presented here, this will allow us to

interpret the metric tensor in terms of an ellipse of semi-axes 1/
√
λ1 and 1/

√
λ2.

The orientation of the ellipse is given by the angle, θ, of the major axis of the

ellipse with the x-axis.

Anisotropy is incorporated in the level set formulation by defining a speed

function, F s, that is compatible with the specified metric field. To achieve this,

the speed function is taken to be proportional to the mesh length along the

direction of the normal to the crystal boundary given by {Ns}ni,j specified by the

metric tensor at that point M (xi, yj), this is

{F s}ni,j ∝
√(
{Ns}ni,j

)ᵀ
M (xi, yj)

(
{Ns}ni,j

)
(2.8)

An example of growth of a set of crystals using a metric field is shown in Fig.

2.1. The initial conditions are specified to be small circular crystal seeds. The

metric field is defined on a coarse Cartesian grid that stores the values of the

metric tensor in its nodes as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). The speed function at a

point is calculated as a weighted average, or Shepard’s interpolant [71], of the

values of the speed function evaluated from the metric tensor at the four corners

of the cell in the coarse grid that contains the point. The evolution of the crystal

shapes is presented in Fig. 2.1(b) which illustrates the ability of the proposed

method to evolve the shape of the crystals in a manner which is consistent with
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the specified metric field.

2.5 Identifying Colliding Crystals and Their In-

terface

One of the fundamental assumptions that permits to establish an analogy between

Voronoi regions and crystal shapes is that the growth of the crystal at a point

will stop when it collides with another crystal. To model the collisions between

crystals, a generalised collision detection approach is put forward here. It is

based on the method proposed by Russo and Smereka [23], and able to deal with

collisions involving any number of crystals.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1. Growth of crystals governed by a metric field that specifies a spa-
tially varying distribution of growth speeds: (a) ellipses are used to represent the
metric field; and (b) growth of the crystal boundaries.

The convention adopted at present is that the boundary of a crystal grown

from a seed s is represented by the level set ϕs (x, y) = 0 and that the crystal is

the region ϕs (x, y) ≤ 0. The idea behind the collision detection method is check

if points on the boundary of a crystal are interior to another. A general solution

of this problem requires to calculate the intersection of two implicit surfaces

which is feasible but not practical. To simplify the problem, the underlying

piecewise linear representation of the crystal boundary on the Cartesian grid is
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taken advantage of, and collisions between crystals are monitored only along the

coordinate lines. The procedure will only be described assuming that collisions

are sought along lines y = const., but the case x = const. will proceed in a similar

fashion.

The collisions of a crystal represented by ϕs (x, y) = 0 would like to be deter-

mined, with the other crystals given by ϕk (x, y) = 0 when k 6= s. The first step

is to move along the lines y = yj; j = 1, . . . , J to find a side with two end points

of coordinates (xi, yj) and (xi+1, yj) where the function ϕs changes sign, i.e.

{ϕs}n+1
i,j {ϕs}n+1

i+1,j ≤ 0 (2.9)

This means that there is an intermediate point with xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1 such that

ϕs (x, yj, t
n+1) = 0. The coordinate x is obtained using linear interpolation of the

values between the end point values.

Once a crossing has been found at the point (x, yj), the second step is to detect

if a collision with other crystal, k, has occurred. This is verified by checking that

ϕk
(
x, yj, t

n+1
)
≤ 0 (2.10)

Finally, whenever a collision between two crystals, s and k, is detected, the

values of the level set functions involved are updated according to

{ϕs}n+1
i,j = {ϕs}ni,j; {ϕs}n+1

i+1,j = {ϕs}ni+1,j

{ϕk}n+1
i,j = {ϕk}ni,j; {ϕk}n+1

i+1,j = {ϕk}ni+1,j

(2.11)

and the corresponding collision sensors are set to zero, this is

{βs}n+1
i,j = {βs}n+1

i+1,j = 0

{βk}n+1
i,j = {βk}n+1

i+1,j = 0
(2.12)

The same steps are then performed along the lines x = xi; i = 1, . . . , I to

complete the collision detection procedure.

This collision detection process works quite well with multiple intersection
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points. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 that depicts the growth, in the absence

of boundaries, of crystals from five seeds and the final Voronoi regions obtained

by specifying various metric fields. A constant isotropic, a constant anisotropic

and a variable anisotropic metric fields have been selected, and are shown in

Figs. 2.2(a), 2.2(c) and 2.2(e), respectively; the corresponding Voronoi regions

are displayed in Figs. 2.2(b), 2.2(d) and 2.2(f).

The most time-consuming part of this procedure is the search for the intersec-

tions of the crystal with the coordinate lines. Its cost has been reduced slightly

by restricting the range of the search for each crystal, so the whole domain is

not required for finding each intersection. Numerical tests performed on a num-

ber of small problems (S ≤ 2000) indicate that the computational cost scales

approximately as S3/2 on average.

2.6 Treatment of Crystal Collision with Bound-

aries

One of the principal reasons for adopting an approach based on crystal growth

is that it permits a straightforward generation of Voronoi regions that conform

to a prescribed boundary, which is one of the most problematic aspects of mesh

generation using a Voronoi-based approach.

Here the boundary of the domain is represented as a level set, ϕb (x, y) = 0,

which is interpolated on the grid. One can then think of the boundary as an

additional crystal front and treat it accordingly using the procedure described

in Section 2.5. Such a treatment where the crystal “wets”, or sticks to, the

boundary is shown in Fig. 2.3(a). It can be observed that a wet contact leads

to a slowing down of the crystal of the boundary and which results in fronts

of interior crystals engulfing those in the boundary and creating (undesirable)

isolated Voronoi regions. This issue is even more critical when generating isotropic

meshes if the mesh points are tightly clustered in the normal direction near the

boundaries. A remedy to this problem is proposed, and consists of considering the

contact of the crystal with the boundary to be dry, in other words, the velocity

of propagation of a crystal that reaches the boundary is required to be parallel
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.2. Voronoi regions generated by crystal growth in the absence of
boundaries. The figures on the left represent the metric field by ellipses and
those on the right are the shapes of the crystals, i.e. the Voronoi regions: [(a),
(b)] constant isotropic metric field; [(c), (d)] constant anisotropic metric field;
and [(e), (f)] variable metric field.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3. Boundary conditions for crystal growth: (a) wet contact; and (b)
dry contact.

to the boundary.

The practical implementation of “dry contact” of the crystal boundary, rep-

resented by ϕs (x, y, t) = 0, with the domain boundary amounts to replacing the

value of the normal speed function, F s, by a corrected value, F̂ s, given by

F̂ s = F s −Nb ·Ns
√(

Nb
)ᵀ

MNb (2.13)

where Nb = ∇ϕb/
∣∣∇ϕb∣∣, Ns = ∇ϕs/ |∇ϕs|, and the grid indices have been

omitted for the sake of clarity. The square root term in Eq. 2.13 represents the

speed of propagation in the direction normal to the boundary of the domain.

The example depicted in Fig. 2.3(b) clearly demonstrates that new bound-

ary condition achieves the desired effect and eliminates the presence of isolated

regions.

2.7 Examples of Application

A selection of examples is presented to illustrate several aspects of the perfor-

mance of the methodology described in the previous sections.

First an example is borrowed from [18]. The main concern of this reference

is to determine restrictions in the metric field that would prevent the generation

of orphans (Voronoi regions with no seeds) or isolated regions (Voronoi regions

surrounded by another region). This is important because, if such regions are

present, a valid dual Delaunay triangulation does not exist. The present approach

will not generate orphan regions, because using this formulation it is not possible
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for a crystal to split in two. An attempt to reproduce the results in [18] and

generate Voronoi regions from 10 seeds will be made here. To be consistent with

their example it will be assumed that the metric tensor is constant within each

crystal, and equal to the intial value assigned to its seed. The distribution of the

seeds and their associated metrics is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The Voronoi regions

generated using the present level set approach are depicted in Fig. 2.4(b) and are

very similar to those published in [18]. It can be observed that the prescribed

metric field leads to the formation of isolated regions.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4. Labelle-Shewchuk example re-interpreted: (a) The metric distribu-
tion which is assumed to be constant within the Voronoi region of a seed; (b) The
Voronoi regions obtained using the method proposed here. It can be observed
that no “orphan” regions are generated, but some “isolated” Voronoi regions have
only one neighbour region.

To highlight the importance of specifying a smooth metric field to achieve

suitable Voronoi partitions, the same seeds are now used but a smooth metric

field is constructed via an inverse distance weighted average interpolation onto a

coarse Cartesian grid from the metric tensors at the seeds. This metric field is

depicted in Fig. 2.5(a) where the thick ellipses correspond to the original metric

tensors and the thin ellipses represent the interpolated metric field. Notice that

the variation of the mesh size and orientations in the new metric field are now

gradual and, as a result, the Voronoi partition shown in Fig. 2.5(b) that no longer

has isolated regions is obtained.

The next example deals with the generation of boundary-conforming Voronoi

regions for a computational domain which is the interior region to two curves that
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exhibit convex and concave segments. The metric field is shown in Fig. 2.6(a)

and the Voronoi regions generated from 17 seeds are shown in Fig. 2.6(b). This

example illustrates the ability of the method to generate Voronoi regions that

conform to boundaries of arbitrary topology.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5. Labelle-Shewchuk example re-interpreted: (a) The spatial distribu-
tion of metric tensors (thin lines) has been interpolated from the previous metric
tensors (thick lines) to obtain a continuous metric field that does not produce
“isolated” regions; (b) The corresponding spatial partitioning of Voronoi regions.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6. A complex domain represented by a stationary crystal that is
generated from a seed: (a) prescribed anisotropic metric field; (b) boundary-
confirming Voronoi partitioning.
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Finally a more challenging case is considered. The computational domain is

the region around a symmetric aerofoil and a distribution of 130 seeds have been

selected manually and as uniformly as possible with respect to the metric fields

prescribed, considering the requirements posited by Leibon, Letscher [20] and

Canas, Gortler [24]. The location of the seeds is fairly uniform away from the

aerofoil and clustered in the normal direction near the aerofoil surface and wake.

A Voronoi partition and its corresponding Delaunay triangulation is generated,

using both isotropic and anisotropic metric fields.

Here the Voronoi region is generated over a 600x600 Cartesian grid, because

a good representation of the inner and outer boundaries of the domain and the

crystal seeds is necessary. A crystal seed, in general, requires at least a 4x4 section

of a geometric domain that is represented by a Cartesian grid: rs ∼= 2∆s where

rs is the radius of a crystal seed.

The isotropic metric field, shown in Fig. 2.7(a), specifies a constant mesh size

represented by circles of the same radius. The anisotropic metric field is depicted

in Fig. 2.7(b) and specifies a constant mesh size and stretching, but the metric

tensor at a point on the aerofoil surface is aligned with the tangent at that point.

The Voronoi partitions obtained with these metric fields are shown in Figs.

2.7(c) and 2.7(d) for the isotropic and anisotropic cases, respectively. Again

these results show that the method can deal with a spatially varying metric field

and generate boundary-conforming Voronoi regions for realistic geometries with

boundaries that are neither convex nor smooth.

The dual Delaunay triangulations for these Voronoi partitions were constructed

by simply joining two seeds with a line segment if a collision between them was

detected. The resulting triangulations are shown in Figs. 2.8(a) and 2.8(b), for

the isotropic and anisotropic metric fields, respectively. Both triangulations are

valid, but looking more closely at the mesh in the region in the wake near the

trailing edge, one can notice that the mesh obtained with an isotropic mesh field,

shown in Fig. 2.8(c) and which corresponds to a conventional Delaunay triangu-

lation, exhibits triangles that are stretched in the direction perpendicular to the

wake. This is an undesirable but well-documented, e.g. [75], feature of using

an isotropic metric field when the point distribution is clustered in the normal

direction. The usual remedy for this situation is to modify the mesh through side
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.7. Comparison of the distribution of the isotropic (a) and anisotropic
(b) metric fields and corresponding Voronoi partitions (c) and (d), respectively,
obtained for a domain around a symmetric aerofoil.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.8. Comparison of the Delaunay triangulations obtained for a domain
around a symmetric aerofoil using isotropic (left) and anisotropic (right) metric
fields: [(a), (b)] whole mesh; and [(c), (d)] enlargement near the wake of the
aerofoil. Notice how the introduction of anistropy in the metric field aligns the
triangles with the wake as required.
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swapping, but then the resulting mesh is no longer Delaunay. On the other hand,

Fig. 2.8(d) shows that the mesh generated using the anisotropic mesh field does

not have such problems and the triangles are stretched along the right direction.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a technique for generating Voronoi regions as growing

crystals. The boundaries of the crystals are represented by evolving level sets.

The present method is able to deal with Riemannian structures through the intro-

duction of an anisotropic metric field and its effect is included in the formulation

by the specification of an appropriate speed function. The formulation permits a

straightforward treatment of the interfaces between regions. More importantly,

it permits the generation of regions that conform to non-convex boundaries, one

of the major issues in Delaunay-based mesh generators.

The very nature of the method prevents it from generating orphan regions. It

has also been shown that using a continuous metric field reduces the likelihood

of generating isolated regions herein.

Using a computational domain about an aerofoil, the method has been illus-

trated that it can generate highly-stretched and boundary-conforming Voronoi

regions in areas, such as fluid boundary layers and wakes, where rapid changes

might occur.

The method can be readily extended to three dimensions, but its computa-

tional efficiency and cost is still an issue that diminishes its general applicability.

A rectangular mesh is required for the calculations and its size is determined by

the minimum distance between the initial seeds. The mesh size also determines

the number of time steps required to converge to the final Voronoi partition due

to the CFL stability restriction.

Hence, further steps to extend the method to 3D would be time consuming

and were not pursued due to its high-cost in 2D as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The

figure shows the convergence time obtained as the number of seeds increase. This

is a logarithmic graph, and for this reason zero here corresponds to the domain

with one seed, and the other values for the number of seeds increase gradually.

In attaining this figure, the seeds are randomly distributed, a constant metric
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field is used, and the background mesh is maintained. It is observed that as the

maximum distance between two seeds decrease for a given number of seeds that

is greater than two, the algorithm executes quicker due to the restriction to the

range of the search for each crystal.

Figure 2.9. Relationship between the number of seeds and the convergence time
as the crystals grow using a constant metric field.

Improvements in performance can be achieved by employing the narrow band

[35] or the fast marching [22] methods to calculate the evolution of the level

sets. However, the main objective of this study was to present an alternative

formulation of the problem of generating Voronoi regions and their dual Delau-

nay triangulations that will permit to approach some of the associated mesh

generation problems from a different perspective.
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Chapter 3

High-order Mesh Quality

3.1 Introduction

This chapter tries to elucidate what a good high-order element is, and attempts

a systematic analysis of high-order mesh quality measures.

A high-order element is usually represented as a mapping for a standard ele-

ment in a reference space onto an element in a physical space. The mapping is

defined in terms of polynomial functions. The metric properties of the mapping

are a function of its Jacobian and metric tensors that, as it will shown later in

this chapter, relate quantities such as angles, lengths, areas and volumes between

the physical and reference spaces. For instance the determinant of the Jacobian

matrix represents a ratio between the area and too small or too large values of this

ratio indicate a high elemental distortion that might affect the performance of the

solver [19]. Negative values of the Jacobian indicate a global or local change of

orientation in the element that in some instances is evidence of a self-intersecting

or tangled element that is invalid, i.e. not suitable for computation.

Mesh validity and distortion have a significant impact on the performance and

accuracy of simulation and it is, therefore, very important to establish what is a

good high-order element and how to measure its quality.

Mesh quality measures are used to detect good and bad characteristics of

(valid) elements, i.e. different levels of elemental distortion and quality, and guide

mesh generation algorithms correctly. Our understanding of mesh quality of a
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linear element is still incomplete, but reasonably mature and well-established [40].

However, there have been only few attempts at defining high-order mesh quality

[10, 42, 77] and it is still an open problem. This chapter represents an attempt

to summarise the state-of-the-art in this topic and to undertake a systematic

analysis of mesh quality measures suitable for high-order elements.

There are two approaches to mesh quality assessment. The first is the evalua-

tion of an “a priori” mesh quality. This is utilised when the solution is unknown,

and it is based on the domain geometry as well as the mesh elements used in this

domain. The second one is the assessment of an “a posteriori” mesh quality where

an error estimation of a computed solution is used to determine a distribution of

element size and shape that leads to the ”best” mesh to represent the solution.

This chapter’s primary objective is the assessment of “a priori” mesh quality.

Here the features a good high-order quality measure should possess are updated

and explained, and an up-to-date review of the available “a priori” high-order

mesh quality measures is provided, examining the previous research, e.g. [8, 42,

59]. A detailed analysis is carried out to compare and contrast the high-order

mesh quality measures using a number of numerical test cases with a gallery of

selected high-order elements.

The first part of the analysis involves evaluating the ability of the high-order

mesh quality measures to represent sensitivity to elemental distortions and in-

variance with respect to element label-order, size and location re-arrangements.

The second part examines their convergence to an optimal element configuration.

This is performed both for interior elements which has been the main focus in a

limited number of studies [9, 77] and for boundary elements, using a customised

optimiser [65]. The results are then verified using a brute force approach. The

third part of the analysis scrutinises the effects of boundary curvature on the

behaviour of quality measures.

The chapter starts with Section 3.2 that describes the mathematical prop-

erties of high-order elemental mappings (see also [26] and [56]). The relations

between the Jacobian, the metric tensor and high-order mesh quality measures

are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 briefly discusses the effect of element

shape on the accuracy, stability, computational process time and convergence rate

of solution. Section 3.5 looks at the features of a good high-order quality mea-
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sure. A review of the available high-order quality measures is exhibited in Section

3.6. Section 3.7 presents an analysis of the distortion representation abilities of

the quality measures, whilst Section 3.8 details high-order element quality in the

interior regions and on the boundaries of domains. A summary of the findings is

then given in Section 3.9.

3.2 High-order Meshes and Mapping

High-order mesh elements in two dimensions are usually defined via a mapping,

M : R2 → R2, between a reference space and a physical space, given as

M : xxx = (ξ, η) → XXX = (x, y) (3.1)

which transforms, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the coordinates of points in an

element with straight sides in a reference space, xxx, into those in a high-order

element with curved edges in a physical space, XXX (xxx).

Figure 3.1. Mapping from a reference element in the reference space to a high-
order element in the physical space. The colour red and blue indicate high and
low mapping-induced elemental distortions respectively.

The mapping can be expressed in terms of polynomial shape functions, Ni, as
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XXX =

np∑
i=1

xiNi (ξ, η) (3.2)

For instance, the high-order element in Fig. 3.1 is built using quadratic shape

functions.

The Jacobian matrix of the mapping between the reference and the physical

spaces, J, is defined as

J =

[
∂x
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

]
(3.3)

and the metric tensor of the mapping, g, is given by

g =

[
∂x
∂ξ

∂y
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂η

][
∂x
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

]
=

[
g11 g12

g21 g22

]
(3.4)

Both the Jacobian and the metric tensor of the mapping relate geometrical quan-

tities such as cell areas, angles and edge lengths between the reference and the

physical spaces. These relations will permit us to identify mapping-induced dis-

tortions that might affect mesh quality. They will be analysed and discussed in

Section 3.3.

For reasons that will be discussed in detail in Section 3.6, sometimes it is useful

to choose an equilateral triangle as the reference element. In such instances, the

quality or distortion of high-order elements may be analysed in a similar fashion

by constructing composite mappings. A composite mapping can be written as

follows

φr→i ◦ φi→p = φr→p (3.5)

where φr→i represents the mapping between a reference and an ideal element,

φi→p is the mapping between an ideal and a physical element, and φr→p stands

for the mapping between a reference and a physical element. An illustration of

the mapping defined by Eq. (3.5) is given in Fig. 3.2. Here i, r and p are the

symbols for ideal, reference and physical, respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Transformations between the reference, ideal and physical spaces:
(a) Reference element; (b) Ideal element; (c) Physical element.

3.3 Geometric Interpretation of the Mapping

The geometric distortions and the quality of a linear or high-order element can

be measured by the Jacobian matrix (J), the determinant of the Jacobian matrix

(J), the metric tensor (g) and its determinant (g). Thus, understanding the role

played by the mapping and its geometric interpretation are essential for high-

order mesh quality assessment. References [25, 51] discuss this issue. Here we

discuss it in more detail and also introduce the notation to be used in the rest of

this chapter.

Let us consider a point, P ∗, in the reference space with coordinates (ξ, η).

Its image (P ) in the physical space (see Fig. 3.3) by the mapping, M, is then

denoted by

r (ξ, η) =

[
x (ξ, η)

y (ξ, η)

]
(3.6)

A point in the space is represented by the intersection location of two coordinate

lines. One of these lines in the reference space (η = η0) transforms onto the curve
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C (ξ) = r (ξ, η0) in the physical space. Similarly, the line ξ = ξ0 maps onto the

curve D (η) = r (ξ0, η).

Figure 3.3. A linear computational (reference) space mapped to a curved phys-
ical one.

The tangent vectors to the coordinate lines at the point P are calculated as

Tξ =
dC

dξ
=
∂r

∂ξ
(ξ, η0) (3.7)

Tη =
dD

dη
=
∂r

∂η
(η, ξ0) (3.8)

and these tangent vectors are illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Mapping the coordinate lines from the reference space to the phys-
ical one.

Let us consider a straight line passing through the point P ∗ and paralel to

the vector U = (Uξ, Uη) as shown in Fig. 3.5. The equations for the straight line
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are given by

ξ = ξ0 + sUξ

η = η0 + sUη (3.9)

where Uξ and Uη are the components of the vector U in the (ξ, η) reference

frame, and s is the parameter describing the straight line (ξ(s), η(s)). Applying

the mapping (3.6) to this line, we obtain the curve r (s) = r (ξ (s) , η (s)).

Figure 3.5. Tangent vector to a curved line mapped from a straight line from
the reference space onto the physical one.

The tangent vector to this curve is expressed as

T =
∂r

∂s
=
∂r

∂ξ

∂ξ

∂s
+
∂r

∂η

∂η

∂s
=
∂r

∂ξ
Uξ +

∂r

∂η
Uη (3.10)

[
Tx

Ty

]
=

[
dx
ds
dy
ds

]
=

[
∂x
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

][
Uξ

Uη

]
= J

[
Uξ

Uη

]
(3.11)

where ds is the arc length of the curve if ‖T‖=1 and J is the Jacobian matrix

given in Eq. (3.3). The modulus of the tangent vector, ‖T‖, is given by

‖T‖ =
dr

ds
=

√(
∂r

∂ξ
Uξ +

∂r

∂η
Uη

)
·
(
∂r

∂ξ
Uξ +

∂r

∂η
Uη

)
(3.12)

This expression can be converted into a quadratic form by taking the square of
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the modulus to obtain

‖T‖2 =
[
Uξ Uη

] [ ∂r
∂ξ
· ∂r
∂ξ

∂r
∂ξ
· ∂r
∂η

∂r
∂η
· ∂r
∂ξ

∂r
∂ξ
· ∂r
∂ξ

][
Uξ

Uη

]

=
[
Uξ Uη

] [∂x
∂ξ

∂y
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂η

][
∂x
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

][
Uξ

Uη

]

=
[
Uξ Uη

] [g11 g12

g21 g22

][
Uξ

Uη

]
=
[
Uξ Uη

]
g

[
Uξ

Uη

] (3.13)

where g is referred to as the metric tensor of the mapping. It relates the distances

between a point and other ones in its neighbourhood in the reference space (ξ, η)

and the physical space (x, y). The matrix representing g is positive definite and

symmetric and it is a measure of mapping-induced distortions.

The metric tensor, g, is related to the Jacobian matrix of the mapping and is

written by

g = JᵀJ (3.14)

and the determinant of g is

g = J2 (3.15)

The arc length parameter corresponds to

‖T‖2 =
[
Uξ Uη

] [g11 g12

g21 g22

][
Uξ

Uη

]
= 1 (3.16)

which represents an ellipse in the reference plane. This can be interpreted as the

mapping locally transforming an ellipse onto a unit circle as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Arch length interpretation of the metric tensor of the mapping.
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Let us now consider two vectors, U and V, in the reference space, and the

tangent vectors TU and TV in the physical space as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. These

vectors make up two different parallelogram mesh elements in these spaces, and

are written as

Figure 3.7. Tangent vectors and areas of parallelogram mesh elements in com-
putational and physical spaces.

U :=

ξ (s) = ξ0 + sUξ

η (s) = η0 + sUη
(3.17)

V :=

ξ (t) = ξ0 + sVξ

η (t) = η0 + sVη
(3.18)

The expressions for the two image vectors (TU and TV ) mapped onto the

physical space can be written by using the chain rule as

TU =
∂r

∂ξ
Uξ +

∂r

∂η
Uη (3.19)

TV =
∂r

∂ξ
Vξ +

∂r

∂η
Vη (3.20)

The modulus of the cross-product of these vectors is equal to the area of the

parallelogram mesh element in the physical space. This is given by

TU ×TV =

(
∂r

∂ξ
× ∂r

∂η

)
(UξVη − UηVξ) (3.21)
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and the area is given by

A = ‖TU ×TV ‖

=

∥∥∥∥∂r

∂ξ
× ∂r

∂η

∥∥∥∥ ‖U×V‖

=

∣∣∣∣∂x∂ξ ∂y∂η − ∂x

∂η

∂y

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Jr→p|

‖U×V‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
A∗

(3.22)

It can now be seen that the area of the parallelogram in the reference space,

A∗, given by the product of U and V, is related to the area in the physical space,

A, via the Jacobian, Jr→p, as

A = Jr→pA
∗ (3.23)

Elemental mappings with Jr→p ≈ 0 lead to very small areas. Changes of the

sign of the Jacobian also lead to negative areas. In both cases, the corresponding

elements are considered to be invalid for computational purposes.

The angle, θ, between the mapped coordinate lines or their tangent vectors

at P in the physical space (see in Fig. 3.4) is written as

cos θ =
Tξ ·Tη

‖Tξ‖‖Tη‖
=

∂r
∂ξ
· ∂r
∂η∥∥∥∂r∂ξ∥∥∥∥∥∥ ∂r∂η∥∥∥ =

g12√
g11g22

(3.24)

which shows the links between the three components of the metric tensor of the

mapping (g11,g12,g22) and θ. Similarly,

sin2 θ = 1− cos2 θ =
g11g22 − g2

12

g11g22

=
g

g11g22

=
J2

g11g22

(3.25)

If the Jacobian is equal to zero, then sin θ = 0 and θ is either 0◦ or 180◦. This

situation can be interpreted as the ξ and η lines being parallel to each other, the

element being highly distorted and having very low quality.

All of the above-mentioned connections between the Jacobian, the metric

tensor, their components and the elemental distortions reflected in changes of

angles, lengths, areas and volumes as a result of the mapping from the reference
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space are fundamental to measuring element quality. Hence, they will be useful

to analyse high-order mesh quality measures most of which are Jacobian-based.

3.4 What is a Good High-order Element?

A good quality high-order element must first be valid, i.e. J > 0, and also produce

an accurate, stable, and efficient solution for a given system of equations, com-

putational domain and degrees of freedom. This issue involves multiple factors,

hence it is still an open question.

Previous work has revealed a number of different ways to deal with this ques-

tion. For instance, the conditioning of a given equation system at elemental level

[46] has been shown to be effective to improve the quality of linear meshes, but

with no assurance of global quality. Following this, a similar attempt for linear

elements at global level has been made by [44] using the relationship between the

condition number and the effect of mesh distortion.

Geometrical properties of the elements, such as distortion, play an important

role in understanding high-order mesh quality. Roca et al. [77] have presented

a technique to extend algebraic mesh distortion measures [59] to high-order ele-

ments. This work tested only three of the quality measures previously proposed

in the literature. Branets and Carey [43] have proposed a new combined quality

measure, and extended it to quadratic triangular elements in Ref. [42]. Salem et

al. [8, 9, 10] have also offered a new measure.

Another approach [19] has highlighted that the interpolation errors induced

by the shape functions utilised in the mapping can deteriorate the performance

of the quadratic quadrilateral elements. To forecast solution accuracy on a given

mesh, errors caused by mesh quality measures have been evaluated in [76] using

high-order elements.

Preliminary investigations into high-order mesh quality in the presence of

curved edges have been carried out in [8, 9, 10] for quadratic triangular elements.

In these studies, the concept of admissible space for the element node under exam-

ination has been established. This has been extended to quadratic quadrilateral

elements in [42]. Here an admissible space for a mid-node has been obtained by

restricting elements using non-degeneracy conditions which are a function of the
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Jacobian. However, it seems impractical to extend the method to elements of

higher order.

All the above-mentioned strategies are suitable to handle high-order mesh

quality. The rest of the chapter aims at providing a systematic analysis of these

and other measures of quality for high-order elements. The next sections will

discuss the issues of solution accuracy, stability and computational efficiency and

convergence and their relevance to the quality of simulations. The systematic

assessment of measures of mesh quality for high-order elements will follow.

3.4.1 Accuracy

Characteristics of a mesh such as mesh size and mesh gradation have a strong

influence in the accuracy of the solution to a given problem.

To assess the effect of mesh size on solution accuracy, two different finite dif-

ference approximations to the second derivative of a function, f , can be analysed

in the one dimensional mesh geometries shown in Fig 3.8 and 3.9.

Figure 3.8. Mesh sized uniformly in one dimension.

Using a uniform mesh size distribution with a centred (three-node) finite dif-

ference approximation, the second-order derivative of a function f can be written

as

f
′′

i =
fi−1 − 2fi + fi+1

h2
+ etu

etu =
1

12

d4fi
dx4

h2 + · · ·
(3.26)

where the truncation error (etu) is of order 2 in h, i.e. O(h2).

Let us now consider the same approximation using a non-uniform mesh size

(Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.9. Mesh sized non-uniformly in one dimension.

The second derivative is now approximated by centred differences as

f
′′

i =
θfi−1 − (1− θ) fi + fi+1

(1/2) θ (1 + θ)h2
+ etn

etn = −1

3

d3fi
dx3

(1− θ)h+
1

12

d4fi
dx4

(
θ2 − θ + 1

)
h2 + · · · ; 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1

(3.27)

and the truncation error is of order 1, O(h), for values of θ 6= 1.

This illustrates the important effect of mesh gradation in terms of solution

accuracy. Meshes where differences in size are large could deteriorate the accuracy

of the solution.

3.4.2 Stability and Computational Efficiency

The stability of the numerical solution of a time-dependent equation system is

restricted by the CFL condition when explicit time-integration schemes are used.

For example, explicit methods for the one-dimensional advection equation

∂u

∂t
+ a

∂u

∂x
= 0 (3.28)

have a CFL condition restriction that is defined by

∆t ≤ αh

a
(3.29)

where ∆t is the timestep of the explicit scheme, α is a constant which is dependent

on the numerical scheme selected, h represents the mesh size, and a is the wave

speed.

A mesh which maintains the solution stable with a higher ∆t reduces the

number of iterations and has a better mesh quality since, for a given accuracy, it

is more efficient than others. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.10 where h1 > h2 and
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∆t1 > ∆t2.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10. Stability for linear triangular mesh elements: (a) Element stretched
along the direction of advection; (b) Element stretched perpendicular to the di-
rection of advection.

3.4.3 Convergence Rate

The discretisation of partial differential equations by implicit numerical methods

lead to linear equation systems of the form

Au = f (3.30)

and the rate of convergence of iterative methods for the solution of such systems

depends on the condition number of the matrix of the system that is defined as

κ (A) = ‖A‖F
∥∥A−1

∥∥
F

=
λmax

λmin

(3.31)

where ‖A‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix A which is defined as

‖A‖2
F = tr(ATA) [63].

Ref. [1] shows that the condition number, κ, is bound by the minimum (hmin)
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and the maximum mesh size (hmax) according to

κ (A) ≤ Chdmaxh
−(d+s+t)
min (3.32)

where d is the dimension of the domain
(
Rd
)

used, t = 1 and s = 1 for a second

order partial differential equation system. This expression shows that the condi-

tion number and the convergence rate of an equation system are dependent on the

mesh size employed and that mesh anisotropy has also an effect on convergence.

3.5 Characteristics of a Good High-order Mesh

Quality Measure

There has been a number of studies [6, 8, 9, 10, 53, 59] discussing some of the

general properties a high-order mesh quality measure should possess. Some of

these properties are:

1. Sensitivity to element distortion. The quality measure should be able to

quantify element deformations.

2. Flexibility, adaptability and versatility, multi-use. The behaviour of the

mesh quality measure should be controllable. It should be responsive to

mixed distortions (e.g. shears and stretches) and sufficiently flexible for

multi-purpose uses (e.g. skewness and aspect ratio), because there are dis-

tinctions between the coupled effects of different deformations and their

isolated impacts. If a measure does not have such features, then this means

it is a specialised measure (e.g. only size sensitive).

3. Capability to guide mesh optimisation. This is an essential aspect in the

context of automatic and adaptive mesh generation.

4. Ability to assist in minimising discretisation errors. The quality measure

should guide the mesh generation process to the best possible discrete rep-

resentation of the curved, continuous geometric domain.

5. Efficiency. The quality measure should be cheap to compute.
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6. Dimension-generalisability. A quality measure is dimension-generalisable

if its definition is generalisable for all dimensions naturally (e.g. volume

metrics), otherwise it is dimension-restricted (e.g. angle metrics).

7. Element type-generalisability. The mesh quality measure should be gen-

eralisable for different elements. For instance, triangles, quadrilaterals,

linear, high-order, spectral, etc.; the maximum angle measure is element-

generalisable for two-dimensional linear elements whereas the ratio of quadri-

lateral diagonal lengths is element-restricted.

8. Element shape-generalisability. A measure should be sensitive enough for

different shapes of the same element type, otherwise it is element shape-

restricted.

9. Unitlessness or non-dimensionality. The mesh quality measures should be

defined in non-dimensional form, so that they do not depend on the physical

units of the problem such as edge length. Some examples for unitless quality

measures are aspect ratio and skew measures for linear elements whilst the

volume measure is dimensional.

10. Fitness to be idealised. An idealised quality measure incorporates a com-

parison to an ideal element, which can influence elemental distortions. This

feature is essential because it enables the use of different reference elements,

e.g. isotropic or anisotropic, without the need to change the shape functions

or the integration procedure.

11. Scale-invariance or size-invariance. A mesh quality measure is scale-invariant

if its value does not depend on element size; otherwise it is scale-sensitive.

12. Rotation-invariance. A measure is rotation-invariant if its value does not

change when rigid body motions (rotations and translations) are applied;

otherwise it is rotation-sensitive.

13. Label-invariance. A mesh quality measure is label-invariant if its value is

independent of the choice of labeling of the nodes, e.g. the element area.

The choice of reference element may influence label-invariance (e.g. an
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isotropic reference element is more likely to give rise to label invariance).

Label-invariance is a required feature for the global high-order mesh quality

improvement, because otherwise there will be scaling issues for differently

labelled elements all over the domain.

3.6 A Review of High-order Mesh Quality Mea-

sures

Most mesh quality measures have been devised for linear elements. Shewchuk [40]

has presented a review of mesh quality measures for linear triangular elements.

Dey et al. [66] have utilised a mesh quality measure that is formulated with

minimum and maximum Jacobian values. Knupp [59] has proposed alternative

mesh quality measures for linear elements, making use of matrix norms [51, 52].

However, only a few of these measures are applicable to high-order elements.

The review in [40] consists of measures that are designed relying on the geom-

etry of linear elements only. Hence, these measures do not fit the purpose of

quantifying the quality of high-order elements. On the other hand, measures

proposed in [59] and [66] are good candidates, because they are Jacobian-based,

and are straightforwardly applicable to any two-dimensional high-order elements

for assessing their abilities to measure the variation of quality in the elements,

therefore their quality.

The determination of changes in element distortion is carried out utilising the

Jacobian matrix and the metric tensor of the mapping, as detailed in Sections 3.2

and 3.3. The focus in the design of high-order mesh quality measures is therefore

on the Jacobian matrix and the metric tensor-based matrices. In addition to this,

there is also the formulation of their matrix norms, since norms provide a form

of generalised distance measure from a known idealised criterion on the matrix

space in use.

Other high-order mesh quality measures have been proposed and demon-

strated in the literature [8, 9, 10, 42, 43, 44]. Roca et al. [77], for mesh op-

timisation purposes, have put forward a technique to extend previously proposed

Jacobian-based mesh quality measures to high-order elements. In the following,
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the suitable high-order mesh quality measures are described where Qn represents

the quality measure and n is their identification number. The quality measures

and the Jacobian will be calculated over 200 different locations over each test

element for the assessment of their abilities to represent element quality, and

evaluated at the Gaussian quadrature points for mesh optimisation purposes.

The measure of quality Q1 has been used to determine the variation of the

Jacobian values within an element or domain and has been proposed by Dey et

al. [66]. It is defined as the ratio of the minimum and the maximum values of

the Jacobian

Q1 =
min J

max J
; Q1 =

minω

maxω
; or Q1 =

minQn

maxQn
(3.33)

but can be generalised for all mesh quality measures. This then represents the

variation of other quality measures in elements. Here J is the Jacobian of the

mapping between the reference and physical elements, and ω is the Jacobian of

the mapping between the ideal and physical elements. This measure can be used

locally or globally to quantify the variation of mesh quality within an element or

over a domain.

The Laplace quality measure, Q2, proposed by Knupp [59] is defined as

Q2 = ‖W‖2
F

(3.34)

Here and throughout the rest of the analysis, W represents the Jacobian matrix

of the mapping between the ideal and physical elements and ‖·‖2
F denotes the

Frobenius norm. Most mesh quality measures presented in this section use this

norm due to its computational economy. This norm originates from the matrix

inner product of two matrices as follows

W ·B = tr
(
WTB

)
= W11B11 + W12B12 + W21B21 + W22B22 (3.35)

where B is a matrix of the same size as W. When the matrix W is used instead

of B in Eq. 3.35, the Frobenius norm of this matrix can be obtained as

W ·W = ‖W‖2
F = tr

(
WTW

)
= W2

11 + W2
12 + W2

21 + W2
22 (3.36)
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Here ‖W‖2
F ≥ 0. This positivity has an advantage in the scaling process of

mesh quality measures. This quality measure takes its name from the Laplacian

mesh smoothing method which is equivalent to the minimisation of an energy

represented by the sum of the lengths of the element edges squared for triangular

linear meshes [59].

The quality measure Q3, recommended in [59], is the Frobenius norm of the

metric tensor of the mapping between the ideal and physical elements and is given

by

Q3 =
∥∥WTW

∥∥2

F
= ‖D‖2

F
(3.37)

This quality measure was proposed by Liao in [21] to devise a variational mesh

generation technique. It is equal to the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues of

the metric tensor. Here D denotes the metric tensor of the mapping between the

ideal and physical elements.

The equal volume mesh quality measure, Q4, originates from the variational

mesh generation method [13], which was designed by [59]. It is expressed as

Q4 = ω2 (3.38)

It stands for the square of element area in 2D or volume in 3D.

The quality measure Q5 has been suggested by Jacquotte and Cabello [50]

and originates from a variational mesh optimisation scheme. It is written as

Q5 = ‖adj (W)‖2
F

(3.39)

which is the adjoint of the Jacobian matrix of the mapping between the ideal and

physical elements. Its objective is to accomplish the orthogonality of a curvilinear

quadrilateral element in 2D, a surface or a hexahedral element in 3D.

The smoothness mesh quality measure, Q6, that controls mesh smoothness

has been proposed by Brackbill and Saltzman [29] and reads

Q6 =
(
ω
∥∥W−1

∥∥2

F

)−1
(3.40)

This measure is associated with harmonic maps that ensure the non-invertibility
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of mappings [51].

Tinico-Ruiz and Barrera-Sánchez [38, 39] have devised the aspect ratio mesh

quality measure, Q7, given by

Q7 =
(
‖W‖2

F/ω
)−1

(3.41)

which controls the variation in element areas of structured linear meshes in 2D,

and is similar to the aspect ratio of a tetrahedra given in [30].

The shape mesh quality measure, Q8, has been introduced by Oddy et al. [6]

for quadrilaterals and hexahedrals. It was reformulated using matrix norms in

[59] as

Q8 =

[
3

2
ω−4/d

(∥∥WTW
∥∥2

F
− 1

3
‖W‖4

F

)]−1

(3.42)

where d is the dimension of the problem given. This measure has been used to

minimise the geometric distortion of isoparametric elements.

It has been heuristically known that a mesh quality measure modified with

the help of an ideal Jacobian matrix, e.g. the ideal Jacobian matrix of a tetrahe-

dron, performs better than the original measure itself. Thus, the non-dimensional

smoothness measure, Q9, and the inverse mean ratio measure, Q10, has been pre-

sented by Knupp [59] reorganising the standard smoothness measure, Q6, and

the aspect ratio measure, Q7, as

Q9 =
(
ω2/3

∥∥W−1
∥∥2

F

)−1

Q10 =
(
ω−2/3 ‖W‖2

F

)−1
(3.43)

where Q10 was originally formulated by Liu and Joe [5] to assess the shape of

tetrahedra, and was mentioned to be label-invariant for linear elements. These

measures are dimensionless. This permits them to be utilised with other di-

mensionless measures in a combined fashion with no extra scaling effort. Some

similarities in the behaviour of these measures against the variation of elemental

distortions are expected to occur due to the resemblance in their formulas.

The elemental condition number measures Q11 and Q16 have been designed
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by Freitag and Knupp [46, 51, 52] as

Q11 =
(
‖W‖F

∥∥W−1
∥∥
F

)−1

Q16 =
(
‖D‖F

∥∥D−1
∥∥
F

)−1
(3.44)

where Q11 and Q16 are the condition number of the Jacobian matrix and that

of the metric tensor of the mapping between the ideal and physical elements, re-

spectively. The measure Q11 is scale-invariant. According to the tests carried out

in Ref. [46] for a series of poor quality linear tetrahedra, this measure has per-

formed relatively well. It has been suggested that, from a theoretical viewpoint,

the condition number measure appears to be superior to other measures, because

it relies on the map between the ideal and physical elements, but, in practice, it

may not have a major benefit over other measures [51].

The shape quality measure, Q12, the dilation measure, Q13, and the combined

measure, Q14, composed of these two have been proposed by Branets and Carey

[44], and are written as

Q12 =

{
1

ω

[
1

d
tr
(
WTW

)]d/2}−1

Q13 =

[
1

2

(
V

|W|
+
|W|
V

)]−1

Q14 = [(1− α)Q12 + αQ13]−1

(3.45)

These measures stem from harmonic maps and Laplace-type mesh smoothing in a

variational setting. The shape measure detects elemental distortions and controls

element size. Notice the strong algebraic link between Q2 = tr
(
WTW

)
and Q12.

The dilation measure indicates the departure from a desired target element. V

is the size of the target element. Q13 can be used to control mesh gradation.

The combined measure is a mixture of these two, and contains a weighing factor,

0 ≤ α ≤ 1, that controls its behaviour. Branets and Carey have developed

and used these measures for linear meshes [43], and extended them to quadratic

elements imposing a number of degeneracy conditions [42].

The quality measure, Q15, has been devised by Salem et al. [8, 9, 10] to find a

mild-quality region for the mid-nodes of quadratic triangles in 2D and tetrahedra
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in 3D. This region is called the mid-node admissible space. The measure was

formulated as

Q15 = γmax

(
Jrefγ

2
min

)−1
(3.46)

where Jref is the scaled Jacobian value, and equals to the ratio of the Jacobian

of the linear element with the same corner locations to the area of the actual

element on the physical space. γmin and γmax are two parameters associated with

the geometric proofs in [8, 9, 10]. The locations to calculate the Jacobian in

elements are reduced using this measure, but it is inapplicable to the test cases

in the following sections, because it is difficult to extend to higher-order elements

or other element types straightforwardly.

Finally, the quality measure Q17 is

Q17 = |W| = ω (3.47)

which represents the deformation from the ideal element to the physical element.

All the measures described above, Qn; n = 1, . . . , 17, are summarised in Table

3.1. In the following sections, the high-order mesh quality measures given in the

table will be assessed in terms of their potential to represent mesh quality.

3.7 Properties of Quality Measures

This section will focus on the assessment of quality measures for triangular high-

order elements presented in the previous section. First we will assess the label-,

scale- and rotation-invariance properties of the mesh quality measures. Then we

will apply the quality measures to a set of elements designed to highlight the

ability of high-order mesh quality measures to detect the perfect/ideal triangular

element, extreme distortions around element vertices, edges, nodal distortions,

small or large angles, and inner element deformations. The best measures are

then selected according to their performance in the tests.

To facilitate the comparison between the various measures of quality and

provide the same scale for all measures, they have been normalised so they are in

1Q15 is only used for quadratic triangular elements in its present form.
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Qn Name/Functionality Quality measure proposed

Q1 Variation of J [66] or Qn
min J
max J

, minQn

maxQn

Q2 Laplace [59] ‖W‖2
F

Q3 Metric tensor [21]
∥∥WTW

∥∥2

F

Q4 Equal volume [13] ω2

Q5 Adjoint matrix [50] ‖adj (W)‖2
F

Q6 Smoothness [29]
(
ω
∥∥W−1

∥∥2

F

)−1

Q7 Aspect ratio [38]
(
‖W‖2

F/ω
)−1

Q8 Shape [6]
[

3
2
ω−4/d

(∥∥WTW
∥∥2

F
− 1

3
‖W‖4

F

)]−1

Q9 Non-dimensional smoothness [59]
(
ω2/3

∥∥W−1
∥∥2

F

)−1

Q10 Inverse mean ratio [5, 51]
(
ω−2/3 ‖W‖2

F

)−1

Q11 Condition number of W [46, 52]
(
‖W‖F

∥∥W−1
∥∥
F

)−1

Q12 Shape quality [42, 43, 44]
{

1
ω

[
1
d
tr
(
WTW

)]d/2}−1

Q13 Dilation [42, 43, 44]
[

1
2

(
V
|W| + |W|

V

)]−1

Q14 Shape quality & Dilation [42, 43, 44] [(1− α)Q12 + αQ13]−1

Q15
1 Quality [8, 9, 10] γmax (Jrefγ

2
min)

−1

Q16 Condition number of D [51]
(
‖D‖F

∥∥D−1
∥∥
F

)−1

Q17 Idealised Jacobian ω

Table 3.1. Summary of previously proposed mesh quality measures.
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the range 0 ≤ Qi ≤ 1 where Qi = 0 (red in colour) represents the region of lowest

quality, and Qi = 1 (dark blue in colour) stands for the region of highest quality.

3.7.1 Invariance Representation Analysis

Most measures listed in Table 3.1 should be label-invariant, because the Jaco-

bian of the mapping between the ideal element and the element in the physical

space is non-dimensional, as Knupp [59] explains. However, there are combined

formulations such as Q6 or Q12 in Table 3.1 and thus the label-invariance should

be verified.

Scale-invariance is a feature required to ensure that a particular ideal geo-

metric element is the best one independent from its scaling. Once the measure

used is scale-invariant, then it will be possible to use weighing (e.g. with re-

spect to the element area) to cancel the influence of element size during the mesh

optimisation/smoothing process.

Rotation-invariance is a trait for high-order mesh quality measures which is

essential for ensuring that the measure does not change its behaviour over the

element depending on its angular positioning.

Fig. 3.11 illustrates the scale-invariance and the rotation-invariance tests with

the scale of the Jacobian values. Here the equilateral triangle is selected as the

ideal local high-order element for inner domain regions, because it is isotropic,

thus its use gives rise to more accurate calculations using the Gaussian integration

technique and ease the determination of distorted element regions. As can be seen

in Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b), the Jacobian changes from 80 to 30, and this already

shows that the Jacobian itself is a scale-variant quality measure. The rotation-

invariance test in Fig. 3.11(c) reveals that the Jacobian is rotation-invariant.

3.7.2 Quality Representation Analysis

This subsection presents a gallery of valid distorted high-order test elements to

differentiate between the high-order mesh quality measures given in Table 3.1.

More specifically, these test elements (see Fig. 3.12) are designed to highlight the

ability of high-order mesh quality measures to detect the ideal triangular element,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.11. Scale- and rotation-invariance assessment test cases for high-order
mesh quality measures using quadratic triangles: (a) Large-scaled element; (b)
Small-scaled element; (c) Element rotated 45◦ clockwise around its upper corner;
Scale for the Jacobian values also included.

extreme distortions around element vertices, edges, nodal distortions, small or

large angles such as the ones close to 0◦ or 180◦, and inner element deformations.

Sampled over 200 distinct locations over each test element, the Jacobian values

for each test case are provided in the figure to clarify the variation of distortions

in different regions of test elements. The tests in the figure include a fixed label

ordering in case there is a label-variance in the high-order mesh quality measure

being analysed.

Test T1 in Fig. 3.12 represents the ideal triangular high-order element for

inner domain regions. If the high-order mesh quality measures are equal to 1 over

the element in the figure, then this means that they are successful in detecting the

perfect element. Test T2 is obtained from the ideal triangular element, shown in

test T1, by shifting its upper vertex parallel to its lower edge. The aim here is to

detect the sensitivities of high-order mesh quality measures to this type of distor-

tions, because the numerical experiments over this research have showed that the

Jacobian itself remains insensitive in such circumstances. Test T3 provides a test

to assess the distortion only at one of the element corners. Test T4 is a quadratic

triangular element which is extremely distorted around its vertices, and designed

to find out the response of the high-order mesh quality measures to geometry-
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.12. Gallery of valid high-order test elements with their Jacobian values.
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induced inferiorities around element vertices. Test T5 is a quadratic triangular

element where one of its quadratic edges is extremely deformed compared to that

of the perfect triangle in test T1. This test is designed to determine the sensitiv-

ities of high-order mesh quality measures around highly distorted element edges.

The ability to detect the vertex angles close to 180◦ for high-order mesh quality

measures is tested using the quadratic triangular element in test T6. An extreme

nodal distortion along the one edge of a valid quadratic triangular element with

linear edges can be observed in test T7. In this triangle, the Jacobian varies in

different locations, and it is very close to zero at its right vertex.

Most of the previous studies concentrated on the edges or the shape of the

elements; this might be suitable for linear elements or serendipity type of high-

order elements which are defined with no interior nodes, using smaller shape

functions (but with loss of accuracy). However, inner element deformations cause

Lagrange high-order elements to deteriorate the accuracy, stability, convergence

of the solution process, and the element quality becomes lower with no change in

the overall element shape or the look of its edges. For this reason, tests T8 and

T9 are expected to illustrate the capabilities of high-order mesh quality measures

to detect inner elemental deformations. Test T8 shows a cubic triangular element

with its inner node located at a lower position than the mass centre of the triangle,

and test T9 contains a quartic triangular element where the three inner nodes are

displaced towards the element vertices.

Test T10 represents and is used to assess the anti-symmetric distortion only

at one of the element edges. Test T11 is designed to detect small angles (close

to 0◦) at the vertices of a quartic triangular high-order element. Around the

element vertices, the Jacobian values are closer to zero. Test T12 shows an extreme

distortion of the side edges of a quartic element, and the quality measure should

detect this.

3.7.3 Results

The analysis of the data obtained from the initial three tests in Fig. 3.11

shows that the Jacobian (J) and all high-order mesh quality measures are label-

invariant. In two-dimensions, measures Q1, Q6, Q7, Q11, Q12, Q8 and Q16 are
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.13. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q1.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.14. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q2.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.15. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q3.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.16. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q4.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.17. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q5.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.18. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q6, Q7 and Q11.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.19. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q8.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.20. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q9.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.21. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q10.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.22. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q12.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.23. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q13.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.24. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q14.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.25. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q16.
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T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6

T7 T8 T9

T10 T11 T12

Figure 3.26. High-order mesh quality assessment results for Q17.
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scale-invariant mesh quality measures, on the other hand, J , measures Q2, Q3,

Q4, Q5, Q9, Q10, Q13, Q14 and Q17 are not. J and all high-order mesh quality

measures are rotation-invariant.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the initial three tests: J , mea-

sures Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q9, Q10, Q13, Q14 and Q17 are label- and rotation-invariant,

but not scale invariant. Measures Q1, Q6, Q7, Q11, Q12, Q8 and Q16 are the only

measures that are invariant to all types of deformations, and these are the superior

measures according to these tests.

The rest of the analysis has revealed that the distribution of measure Q1 as

in Fig. 3.13 represents a constant value over each element (the ratio between the

minimum and the maximum Jacobian values), and this behaviour is due to its

special design for linear meshes. It is good at detecting the best element and

deformations as a whole, yet it does not display this as a varying distribution

over each element.

Measures Q2, Q3 and Q5 have very similar behavioural pattern with variable

intensities/impact factors. Measures Q2 and Q5 are identical. The test results for

these quality measures in Figs. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.17 depict that they are able to

detect the ideal element, and the simple nodal distortions in quadratic elements

with linear edges (e.g. test T1 in Fig. 3.14 and test T3 in Fig. 3.17). These quality

measures give inappropriate test results in symmetrically configured deformations

in some test cases (e.g. tests T2 and T4). They are unable to detect extreme edge

deformations (see test T5) and incapable of identifying distortions with large

angles correctly (see test T6).

Measures Q4 and Q17 are functions of the Jacobian of the mapping from

the ideal element to the element in the physical space, ω. The growth in Q4’s

response to distortions observed in Fig. 3.16 is rapid compared to the response

of Q17 in Fig. 3.26. These quality measures detect the deformations in the tests

successfully, except test T2.

Measures Q6, Q7 and Q11 are identical in two-dimensions but distinct in three-

dimensions. The ability of measure Q8 to detect distortions is identical with mea-

sure Q16, and Q16−Q8 = 1 in two-dimensions, but different in three dimensions.

Measures Q9 and Q10 are two distinct derivatives of measures Q6 and Q7, respec-

tively, and the half of Q12 is equal to Q6, Q7 and Q11. Their patterns in Figs.
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3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 are similar to the footprints in Fig. 3.18. Measure Q14

consists of two different quality measures (Q12 and Q13) and a weighing factor

(α). The weighing factor used in illustrating Fig. 3.24 is 0.5. Having given these

conditions, the footprints of this quality measure in the figure is very similar

to measures Q6, Q7, Q9, Q10 and Q12; this observation, however, will certainly

change depending on the value of the weighing factor. Measures Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9,

Q10, Q11, Q12 and Q16 have passed all the quality representation tests.

The results for the quality measure Q13 in Fig. 3.23 show that this measure is

insensitive to distortions designed in tests T2, T5 and T6, assuming that the value

of V here is the size of the perfect equilateral element (the first element in all the

test cases). It is good at distinguishing the deformations in the rest of the tests.

Measure Q15 is a quality measure designed only for quadratic elements, this is

why it is not possible to assess this measure using the high-order element gallery

in Fig. 3.12. Furthermore, it seems that the computation of this measure is quite

time-consuming. Thus, Q15 is eliminated from Table 3.2.

The overall summary of the distortion representation assessment test results

are presented in Table 3.2. Here, the ticks display the ability of the measures to

represent elemental distortion, and the cross shows their inability. The analysis

of the table reveals that measures Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11, Q12, Q14 and Q16

have properly represented all the distortions in the gallery in Fig. 3.12. Measures

Q4 and Q17 have been found successful in detecting almost all the deformations.

Others are unsuccessful in doing so. Of the good quality measures, Q6, Q7, Q8,

Q11, Q12 and Q16 are label-invariant, rotation-invariant, and scale-invariant.

3.8 Optimal Element Quality

This section aims at determining the optimal shape of a high-order element which

will be defined as the shape that minimises a measure of distortion defined in

terms of the quality measures discussed in the previous section.

It proposes first a method for the minimisation of elemental distortions. The

method is then applied to the analysis of optimal shape of valid high-order el-

ements for both internal elements (Section 3.8.2) and also in the presence of

boundaries (Section 3.8.3).
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Qn T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Q1 ! # # # # # # # # # # #

Q2 ! # ! # # # ! ! ! ! ! !

Q3 ! # ! # # # ! ! ! ! ! !

Q4 ! # ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q5 ! # ! # # # ! ! ! ! ! !

Q6 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q7 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q8 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q9 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q10 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q11 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q12 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q13 ! # ! ! # # ! ! ! ! ! !

Q14 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q16 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Q17 ! # ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Table 3.2. Assessment summary of previously proposed mesh quality measures
in terms of their quality representation abilities (Q15 is not a straightforwardly
generalisable measure nor is it applicable to element corner nodes, and therefore
it has been eliminated from this table).
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3. High-order Mesh Quality

3.8.1 Searching for Optimal Elements

The technique to find the optimal shape of an element is based on the minimi-

sation of elemental distortion, which requires the construction of a distortion

function and its minimisation. We assume that maximum element quality corre-

sponds to a minimum of element distortion.

The method is systematically applied to all high-order mesh quality measures

to obtain the best element starting from a deformed geometric configuration.

The distortion function, f (x), is given by

f (x) =

(
1

|Ae|

∫
e

Θrdx

)(1/r)

=

(
1

|Ae|

m∑
i=1

wiΘ
r
i |Ji|

)(1/r)

(3.48)

and this function represents an average, over the element, of mesh distortion.

Here, x symbolises the vector of nodes to be optimised, Θi represents the distor-

tion values at the Gaussian points, |Ji| denotes the modulus of the Jacobian at

the Gaussian points, m is the number of Gaussian points used in the integration,

w denotes the weights in the Gaussian quadrature, and r is a positive real num-

ber greater than 1. Three Gaussian points are sufficient for quadratic elements in

general, but 12 Gaussian points are used here to capture all possible distortions

that might arise during the optimisation procedure.

The distortion Θi in Eq. (3.48) is given by

Θi =
1

Q̂i

− 1 (3.49)

where Q̂i stands for the value of the normalised high-order quality measure for Q1,

Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q17. It is calculated as Q̂i = Qi/Qmax. Here Qi represents the

Jacobian- and the metric tensor-based high-order mesh quality measures given in

Section 3.6 and Qmax is the maximum of Qi values. For the rest of the measures,

Θi is evaluated as the inverse of Qi. If there is no distortion at location i in an

element, then Θi = 0. This corresponds to an ideal triangle which is an equilateral

triangle for interior domains. The distortion values resulting from Eq. (3.49) are

positive. The convergence of f to its minimum becomes harder as the value of r

increases. This is probably due to the increase with r in the rate of change of the
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3. High-order Mesh Quality

distortion function, f .

In this study, the PRAXIS code [65] has been adapted to find the optimal

element shape for all of the quality measures. PRAXIS is a FORTRAN code that

uses a refinement of Powell’s method of conjugate search directions to minimise

a provided scalar function, f (x), with no need for derivative information. This

routine can also be used for optimising average elemental distortion locally on

linear or high-order meshes in a node-by-node fashion.

Input variables of the code are: the nodal coordinates of the high-order ele-

ment, a convergence tolerance value (t0) which is a stopping criterion and indi-

cates when the minimum of the distortion function is achieved, and a maximum

step size (h0) that is the maximum distance between the locations of the initial

and the minimum distortion. In this study, the convergence tolerance and the

maximum step size have been chosen, by trial and error, to be 10−5 and 0.1,

respectively.

3.8.2 Quality of Interior Elements

To assess mesh quality measures for interior elements, two test cases have been

devised. These comprise an initial geometry of a deformed quadratic triangle

whose bottom middle node is allowed to move and that of a deformed cubic

triangle whose interior node is movable; the rest of their nodes are fixed. These

settings can be seen in Figs. 3.27(a) and 3.28(a). The distortion function, f (x),

has been constructed for each high-order quality measure and minimised only for

the free node x = (xi, yi). As a result, a new and optimal node location has

been obtained using PRAXIS. A brute force approach utilising a fine structured

background mesh has also been adopted to find the exact minimum distortion

location for the movable node and to determine whether the quality measure

performs correctly. The purpose of the brute force approach is twofold. Firstly

it is used as a reference for verifying the results of PRAXIS and secondly as a

fail-safe alternative for those cases when PRAXIS fails to converge to f ≈ 0 or

executes without reaching a local minima in the presence of one or many movable

nodes.

Fig. 3.27 illustrates the analysis carried out for Q2 and Q8, the Laplace [59]
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3. High-order Mesh Quality

and the shape [6] quality measures when r = 2.0. The initial geometric setting

is the distorted quadratic element in Fig. 3.27(a). The optimal location of the

movable node leads to an equilateral triangle, depicted in Fig. 3.27(b). The

record of the iterations required for optimisation is displayed in Figs. 3.27(c) and

3.27(e). The results of the brute force approach for Q2 and Q8 when r = 2.0 are

presented in Fig. 3.27(d) and 3.27(f).

The comparison of the results of the minimisation process in Figs. 3.27(c) and

3.27(e) and that of the brute force approach in Figs. 3.27(d) and 3.27(f) depicts

that the distortion functions obtained using Q2 and Q8 have been minimised

correctly, because the same locations of minima have been acquired, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3.27(c), the distortion in the element, f , decreases gradually

from its initial value, f0 = 1.0, down to its resulting value, fr = 0, in 214

iterations.

The rest of the high-order mesh quality measures in Table 3.1 have been also

evaluated using a similar procedure to the one described above for Q2 and Q8

with r = 2.0. The results of this evaluation for quadratic interior elements are

depicted in Table 3.3. The number of iterations (N) required for each measure

to converge to their minimum distortion value commencing from the first con-

figuration [see Fig. 3.27(a)] is listed in an ascending order in the table. This

information shows that most high-order quality measures operate differently in

terms of computational cost.

Qn Q6 Q7 Q11 Q12 Q8 Q16 Q14 Q13 Q2 Q5 Q10 Q1 Q9 Q4 Q17 Q3

N 157 157 157 157 165 165 169 205 214 214 234 238 291 339 345 451

Table 3.3. Convergence rates for all high-order mesh quality measures in the
presence of quadratic interior elements, with r = 2.

The analysis of these measures can be simplified by disposing of the high-order

mesh quality measures that show almost identical behaviour. Table 3.4 has been

constructed this way. Whenever several measures produce the same results, only

one measure is included.

Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.28 show the results of a similar analysis carried out in

the presence of a cubic interior element in which the distortion is caused by the
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3. High-order Mesh Quality

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.27. The mesh optimisation procedure for high-order elements using
Q2 and Q8 with r = 2: (a) the initial geometry of the element; (b) the resulting
geometry for Q2 and Q8; [(c), (e)] the convergence histories; [(d), (f)] the contour
plots of the distortion functions over and around the element for the movable
node.
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Qn Q11 Q8 Q14 Q13 Q2 Q10 Q1 Q9 Q4 Q17 Q3

N 157 165 169 205 214 234 238 291 339 345 451

Table 3.4. Convergence rates for distinct measures that guide the optimisation
routine correctly to a quadratic equilateral element in interior regions, with r = 2.

dislocation of the interior element node.

Qn Q14 Q8 Q13 Q11 Q9 Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q17 Q10

N 146 148 157 166 171 212 235 291 332 403 692

Table 3.5. Convergence rates for all high-order mesh quality measures in cubic
interior elements, with r = 2.

All high-order mesh quality measures have been analysed for interior elements.

The following major conclusions can be drawn from the analysis: the quality

measures in Table 3.3, for 2 ≤ r ≤ 16, have successfully converged to a linear

equilateral triangle, which corresponds to zero elemental distortion (f = 0). This

means that all measures have displayed good high-order mesh guidance for interior

regions. The best performing measures are Q11, Q8, Q14 and Q13, because these

measures have converged to their minima quicker than others in the test cases.

When r is greater than 16, e.g. r = 50, the brute force approach has shown

that the measures start responding unstably and the mininum location of the

distortion functions starts altering. This might be due to the very flat response

of the distortion functions in the minimum region. The values of the functions

also become very large, therefore it is not practical to go beyond the limit of

r = 16. It can be generalised from the findings that the optimisation of the

location of an interior element node is a task which requires fewer algorithmic

searches than minimising the distortion of an element edge.

3.8.3 Element Quality in the Presence of Boundaries

In this subsection, a further assessment of the high-order mesh quality measures

in Table 3.1 is presented for elements with sides on the boundary. For this

purpose, a test case has been designed. The test consists of a quadratic element
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.28. The mesh optimisation procedure for high-order elements using
Q11 and Q17 with r = 2: (a) the initial geometry of the element; (b) the resulting
geometry forQ11 andQ17; [(c), (e)] the convergence histories; [(d), (f)] the contour
plots of the distortion functions over and around the element for the movable
node.
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with its bottom edge curved symmetrically to represent boundary curvature. The

mid-node in the boundary edge is then moved along the height of the triangle to

obtain different values of curvature. For each value of the curvature, the boundary

edge is fixed and the mid-nodes in the other edges are left to freely move. The

coordinates of the two mid-nodes are calculated using the optimisation procedure

explained in Section 3.8.1. The expectation here is that the mid-nodes should

be repositioned symmetrically for all the quality measures, due to the initial

symmetry in the prescribed distortion.

Fig. 3.29 shows the results for Q4 (the equal volume measure) and Q3 (the

metric tensor measure) when r = 2. The initial geometry of the test element is

depicted in Fig. 3.29(a), and the element shapes obtained through the optimi-

sation procedures are shown in Figs. 3.29(b) and 3.29(c). The minimisation has

resulted in a symmetric configuration for Q4 [Fig. 3.29(b)] and in an asymmetric

configuration for Q3 [Fig. 3.29(c)]. It has been observed during the analysis that

the Jacobian in Fig. 3.29(b) is almost uniformly distributed.

The distortion function for Q4 with r = 2 has been minimised in 1159 it-

erations from f0 = 5.45 down to fr = 0, as seen in Fig. 3.29(d). This result

represents more than a three-fold increase compared to the previous number of

iterations for Q4 listed in Table 3.3. The number of iterations to minimise the

distortion function constructed using Q3 with r = 2 rises from 451 (see Table 3.3)

for interior elements to 608 for boundary elements as in Fig. 3.29(e). The figure

also depicts that the distortion starts from f0 = 2.55 and goes down to fr = 0.90.

At the end of the minimisation process, all the distortion functions consructed

from the high-order mesh quality measures have converged to a solution. Mea-

sures Q2, Q3, Q5 and Q10 have shown some distortion and resulted in asymmetric

geometric configurations whilst the rest has lead to symmetric geometric config-

urations. Measures Q1, Q4, Q9, Q13, Q14 and Q17 have yielded a valid, but

different, symmetric element with no distortions. These measures thus guide the

minimisation process correctly. Of these measures, Q14 and Q17 direct the distor-

tion minimisation process towards an optimal element in which the determinant

of the Jacobian matrix is uniformly distributed. The remaining measures, Q6,

Q7, Q8, Q11, Q12, and Q16, have produced invalid geometric configurations.

Another factor that affects the behaviour of high-order mesh quality measures
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.29. Results of the mesh optimisation procedure for high-order elements
with one fixed curved edge using Q4 and Q3: (a) the initial geometry of an element
with a symmetric distortion; (b) the resulting symmetric mesh; (c) the resulting
asymmetric mesh configuration; [(d), (e)] number of iterations versus distortion
function throughout the distortion minimisation procedure with r = 2.
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is the curvature of the boundary edge. There have been a number of studies (see

[67] and [73]) on curvature-driven high-order mesh generation. Recently, Remacle

et al [4] has studied how to quantify elemental deformations induced by edge

curving using the Jacobian. Yet the behaviour of quality measures with respect

to the curvature of the boundary edge has not been explored.

A test case to assess the effect of boundary curvature on element quality has

been set up using a quadratic element. This test case is illustrated in Fig. 3.30

where the curvature of the boundary edge (κc) has been set to be proportional

Figure 3.30. A test case designed to explore the influence of the curvature of a
boundary edge on the behaviour of high-order mesh quality measures.

to the thickness-to-chord ratio (χ = d/c) for simplicity. Here, t is the signed

distance between the node on the curved boundary edge and the x axis, and c is

the length of the straight edge in the boundary. For d < 0 the boundary edge is

convex, d = 0 corresponds to a straight edge, and for d > 0 it is concave.

The response of high-order mesh quality measures (see Table 3.1) to distor-

tions generated by varying curvature on the boundary edge has been investigated.

The distortion function has been calculated and visualised using each high-order

mesh quality measure for various values of χ. It is anticipated that the behaviour

of the quality measures will be different for the convex and concave cases since

increasing the boundary curvature in the concave case leads to higher distortions

(see also Fig. 3.31) and eventually to a vanishing or negative Jacobian. One
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.31. Distortion of an interior circle for three different configurations in a
quadratic high-order element: (a) No distortion for straight boundary (χ = 0.0);
(b) Large distortion for a concave boundary (χ = 0.20); (c) Moderate distortion
for a convex boundary (χ = −0.20).
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would expect a good quality measure to capture this.

Fig. 3.32 illustrates the results of the current analysis. Here, f (x) is the dis-

tortion function obtained for each high-order mesh quality measure, x = (xi, yi)

is the movable mid-node on the boundary edge of the element, and χ represents

the curvature of the boundary edge. The figure shows the change in the distortion

function for each measure as the curvature of the unfixed boundary edge varies

between χ = −0.2 and χ = 0.2. Negative χ values on the left sides of the figures

represent the distortion for the convex boundary edge of the element whilst the

positive ones stand for that for the concave case.

Fig. 3.32 demonstrates asymmetry with respect to χ for values of the distor-

tion function. For a given radius of curvature the distortion values for the convex

and concave cases are different as we had anticipated. All the measures are more

sensitive to concave edge distortions and provide a zero value of the distortion

function, f (x), in the absence of curvature which corresponds to an equilateral

triangle.

Table 3.6 shows the effect of curvature on the various high-order mesh quality

measures. The results indicate that measures Q8 (the shape measure), Q4 (the

equal volume measure) and Q10 (the inverse mean ratio measure) are the most

sensitive to concave boundary edges, because the distortion for these measures

grow exponentially as χ approaches to a maximum value of 0.20. This, however,

changes slightly for convex boundary regions where measures Q10 (the inverse

mean ratio measure), Q3 (the metric tensor measure) and Q8 (the shape measure)

are the most sensitive ones.

Type of boundary edge Sensitivity of each measure1 in a descending order

Convex
Q10 > Q3 > Q8 = Q16 > Q1 > Q4 > Q2 = Q5

> Q17 > Q6 = Q7 = Q11 > Q12 > Q14 > Q13 > Q9

Concave
Q8 = Q16 > Q4 > Q10 > Q1 > Q3 > Q17 > Q6

= Q7 = Q11 > Q2 = Q5 > Q9 > Q12 > Q14 > Q13

Table 3.6. Relations between the type of the element boundary edge in Fig.
3.32 and the sensitivity of each high-order mesh quality measure.

1Q15 is excluded from the table, because it is not applicable to higher-order meshes in its current
formulation
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Figure 3.32. Graph depicting the variation of the function f with curvature,
represented by χ, for high-order mesh quality measures (r = 2.0).
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Measures Q2, Q3 and Q5 do not exhibit the difference between convex and

concave distortions as noticeably as others do. This can be observed by comparing

the left and the right sides of Fig. 3.32.

Measures Q6, Q7 and Q11 are algebraically identical as indicated in Section

3.7 and consequently display the same behaviour. In addition to this, Q2 and

Q5 are also algebraically identical, thefore they also show the same behaviour.

Measures Q11 and Q12, although not algebraically identical, respond similarly to

changes in boundary curvature. Likewise, measures Q8 and Q16 are algebraically

distinct but their distortion curves resemble one another.

For negative values of χ, measures Q9, Q12, Q13 and Q14 do not show as appar-

ent a variation as the rest. This suggests that these measures cannot effectively

identify deformations for convex boundary edges.

In the light of the above given analysis, it is evident that measures Q1, Q4

and Q17 are the best options to be used for boundary elements with symmetric

edge distortions.

3.9 Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed and assessed “a priori” measures of mesh quality for

high-order elements and identified a number of them that satisfy different de-

sirable properties such as sensitivity to distortions, flexibility for multi-purpose

applications, capability of guiding mesh optimisation correctly, ability to min-

imise discretisation errors, efficiency, dimension-generalisability, element type-

generalisability, ability to be unitless, fitness to be associated with an ideal ele-

ment, and invariance against the change of element label-order, element scaling

and rotation.

Table 3.7 presents the results and the conclusions of the analyses carried out

in this chapter. Here, the ticks display the ability of the measures to identify

quality characteristics, and the crosses show their inability. The examination of

the table reveals that all high-order mesh quality measures are label-invariant.

Measures Q1, Q6, Q7, Q11, Q12, Q8 and Q16 are scale-invariant whilst measures

Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q9, Q10, Q13, Q14 and Q17 are not. All high-order mesh quality

measures are rotation-invariant. Measures Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11, Q12, Q14 and
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Q16 represent quality and distortion correctly. Measures Q4 and Q17 have been

found successful in detecting almost all deformations. Others are unsuccessful in

doing so.

High-order mesh quality measures have been assessed for interior elements.

The findings of the assessment have shown that most measures converge to a

linear interior element successfully and, for this reason, displays good high-order

mesh guidance for interior regions. Nearly all high-order quality measures operate

differently in terms of computational cost. The most efficient ones of these,

according to the average number of iterations given in Table 3.7, are Q14, Q8 and

Q11, because these have converged to their minimum distortion, and therefore

their maximum quality, state quicker than others.

The investigation of high-order mesh quality measures in the presence of a

symmetrically deformed boundary edge has revealed that the distortion functions

constructed from all the measures have converged to a solution. Only measures

Q1, Q4, Q9, Q13, Q14 and Q17 of all have yielded valid and symmetric mesh geome-

tries under the effect of the symmetric initial deformation. It has been illustrated

that measure Q1 represents mesh quality as constant values, and therefore it has

governed the optimisation process in a symmetric fashion. Recalling that it is

unable to represent mesh quality correctly (see also Table 3.7), measure Q1 can

be considered insufficient in guiding boundary meshes properly in general. Mea-

sures Q2, Q3, Q5 and Q10 have produced some distortion and resulted in valid,

but asymmetric, geometric configurations. Others have produced invalid results.

Only measures Q4, Q9, Q13, Q14 and Q17 thus guide the minimisation process

correctly. Of these measures, Q14 and Q17 direct the distortion minimisation

process towards an optimal boundary element in which the determinant of the

Jacobian matrix is uniformly distributed. The analysis carried out here indicates

that the behaviour of some measures in the representation of quality is reflected

in distortion minimisation (or maximisation) processes that optimise the loca-

tions of element nodes. Another finding has been that the distortion function for

each measure might be minimised successfully with no distortions, but this does

not necessarily mean that the outcome of the minimisation procedure will give a

geometrically valid result.

The effects of curvature of the boundary edge on the behaviour of high-order
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mesh quality measures have been analysed. Most measures have shown different

behaviour for convex and concave curvature values, and they all are able to detect

the undeformed boundary element with no curvature. An important result to

emerge from this analysis is that the desired quality measures should be the

ones which are more sensitive to distortions for concave boundary edges than

for convex ones. All distortion functions computed using the high-order mesh

quality measures show this behaviour. Measures Q8 (the shape measure), Q4

(the equal volume measure) and Q10 (the inverse mean ratio measure) are the

most sensitive to concave boundary edges, and measures Q10 (the inverse mean

ratio measure), Q3 (the metric tensor measure) and Q8 (the shape measure) are

the most sensitive to convex boundary regions. Measures Q2, Q3 and Q5 do not

detect the difference between convex and concave boundary edges as visibly as

the rest does. For convex boundaries, measures Q9, Q12, Q13 and Q14 do not

display an apparent variation. This suggests that these measures are unable to

effectively identify deformations for convex boundary edges.

Overall, the most significant finding to come out of the research presented

in this chapter is that Q4 (the equal volume measure) and Q17 (the idealised

Jacobian measure) are the best amongst the currently available high-order mesh

quality measures, as shown in Table 3.7, to be used for improving the quality

of valid high-order meshes. These measures are good at representing quality

in deformed elements and guiding distorted linear and boundary layer meshes

correctly. They are satisfactorily sensitive to curvature-induced distortions for

convex and concave boundary edges as well.
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Chapter 4

Mesh Deformation, Validity and

Quality

4.1 Introduction

Mesh movement techniques change the position of the nodes in the mesh without

changing their connectivity. They are used, amongst others, to improve the

quality of a mesh of linear elements, to incorporate boundary layer meshes into

an existing mesh and to generate curved elements. Some of the most popular

methods are the Laplacian smoothing [11, 34], Winslow smoothing [58], elastic

mesh deformation [15, 74] and mesh optimisation [31, 50].

The focus here is in the use of elastic mesh deformation techniques for the gen-

eration of boundary-layer meshes and boundary-conforming high-order meshes.

Previous work in this area using either linear [15, 74, 80] or non-linear elasticity

[55] lacks mechanisms for controlling the validity and quality of the deformed

mesh. This chapter addresses this by incorporating additional terms in the elas-

ticity equations such as body forces and thermal stresses that will be used to

control mesh validity and quality. This idea originated from the work by Palme-

rio et al. [11, 57] where a pseudo-pressure term was used to ensure the area of

the elements in the mesh remained positive through the smoothing process. The

penalty term proposed in [11] is equivalent to the linear isotropic thermal stresses

in the current formulation. This provides a physical interpretation of the terms
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4. Mesh Deformation, Validity and Quality

that will be used to propose extensions of the method that incorporate the best

measures of quality of Chapter 3 and also will account for mesh anisotropy to

control mesh validity and quality.

Section 4.2 presents the governing equations of elasticity, incorporating body

forces and thermal stresses, and their finite element discretisation. The validation

of the code written in this study is given in Section 4.2.3. Section 4.3 details how

to achieve the insertion of unstructured valid boundary layer meshes with the

implementation of single and mutiple normal vectors. Section 4.4 illustrates with

practical examples that the modifications to the elasticity equations proposed

here permit higher deformations whilst maintaining the validity of deforming

high-order meshes.

4.2 Elastic Mesh Deformation

Mesh deformation using the linear elastic analogy assumes that the computational

domain is an elastic solid. Here, the inner nodes move according to the defor-

mation of the solid under the influence of temperature, body forces or boundary

displacements (see Fig. 4.1). The motion of boundary nodes are prescribed as

boundary conditions.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates an example of mesh deformation. Here an initially gener-

ated linear mesh is transformed into a quartic mesh around the leading edge of

an aerofoil using the elastic analogy presented in this section.

4.2.1 Governing Equations

We seek to deform a mesh with straight-sided high-order elements to accommo-

date curved boundaries. To achieve this, a general linear elasticity formulation of

the displacement, u, of points in the domain, Ω, caused by imposing a prescribed

displacement, ū, at the points in the boundary of the domain, ∂Ω, is adopted.

The elastic formulation starts with the equilibrium of forces represented by

the equation

∇ · σ + f = 0 in Ω (4.1)
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Figure 4.1. Generation of a boundary conforming high order mesh around an
aerofoil section deforming quartic linear elements.

where σ is the stress tensor and f denotes a distributed force. This force will be,

in general, a function of the position, f = f(x).

Assuming that the material is linear and isotropic, the constitutive equation

that relates the stress tensor, σ, and the strain tensor, ε, is written as

σ = σe + σt (4.2)

where σe and σt are the tensors of elastic and thermal stresses, respectively. The

elastic stresses are expressed as

σe = λ tr(ε) I + µ ε (4.3)

for isotropic materials, and in expanded form as

σeij =
Eν

(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)
δijεkk +

E

(1 + ν)
εij (4.4)

where I = δij is the identity tensor, λ and µ are Lamé’s elastic constants, E is

Young’s module, and ν is Poisson’s ratio.

For isotropic materials, the thermal stresses are written as

σt = β(T − T0) I (4.5)
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where T is the temperature, T0 is the temperature of the stress-free state, β is a

thermal coefficient that we will use to control the deformation of mesh elements.

For small deformations, the strain tensor ε is given as

ε =
1

2
(∇u +∇uᵀ) (4.6)

where u denotes the displacement. The boundary conditions required to close

the problem consist of prescribed displacements at the boundary ∂Ω, i.e.

u = ū in ∂Ω (4.7)

The governing equations can be written, in Cartesian coordinates (x, y), as a

system of differential equations given by

∂

∂x

[
E (1− ν)

(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

∂u

∂x

]
+

∂

∂y

[
E

2 (1 + ν)

∂u

∂y

]

+
∂

∂x

[
Eν

(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

∂v

∂y

]
+

∂

∂y

[
E

2 (1 + ν)

∂v

∂x

]

+
∂

∂x
[β (T − T0)] + fx = 0

(4.8)

and

∂

∂x

[
E

2 (1 + ν)

∂v

∂x

]
+

∂

∂y

[
E (1− ν)

(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

∂v

∂y

]

+
∂

∂x

[
E

2 (1 + ν)

∂u

∂y

]
+

∂

∂y

[
Eν

(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

∂u

∂x

]

+
∂

∂y
[β (T − T0)] + fy = 0

(4.9)

where f = (fx, fy) is the vector of forces applied to the mesh, and T is the

temperature.

The currently modified analogy naturally contains the gradient of T , but

Palmerio et al. [11, 57] provide no physical interpretation for their use of the

pseudo pressure term: π = ∇P where P = 1/Ae. They only extend the idea
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that a good structured mesh should be uniform with constant element areas, i.e.

P ≡ const, and they propose that a good unstructured mesh should be uniformly

adapted. As a result, the rate of change of the element area in their formulation

corresponds to zero at each element node. However, in the present formulation

the gradient of the temperature T is derived simply as a consequence of the

physical interpretation of the elastic analogy. This formulation also permits any

of the variables fx, fy, λ, µ, or β to be functions of x, that is to say, the functions

of the high-order mesh quality measures discussed in Section 3.1.

Implementation of the method is as follows: inverse of high-order mesh quality

measures, i.e. distortion measures, are simply substituted for β. The metric

tensor is combined with the mesh quality measures.

4.2.2 Discretisation

The general differential equations of the elastic analogy with additional terms

employed in this study have been discretised using a Galerkin method. The

Cartesian components of the displacement are approximated as

u ∼= û =
M∑
m=1

umNm

v ∼= v̂ =
M∑
m=1

vmNm

(4.10)

where um and vm are the values of the approximate displacement at nodes m;

Nm are the shape functions.

A weak Galerkin formulation of the governing equations can be written as

follows ∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂x

[
(λ+ 2µ)

∂û

∂x

]}
dΩ +

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂y

(
µ
∂û

∂y

)}
dΩ

+

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂x

(
λ
∂v̂

∂y

)}
dΩ +

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂y

(
µ
∂v̂

∂x

)}
dΩ

+

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂x
[β (T − T0)] + fx

}
dΩ = 0, k = 1, . . . ,M

(4.11)
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and ∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂x

(
µ
∂v̂

∂x

)}
dΩ +

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂y

[
(λ+ 2µ)

∂v̂

∂y

]}
dΩ

+

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂x

(
µ
∂û

∂y

)}
dΩ +

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂y

(
λ
∂û

∂x

)}
dΩ

+

∫
Ω

Nk

{
∂

∂y
[β (T − T0)] + fy

}
dΩ = 0, k = 1, . . . ,M

(4.12)

Introducing the finite element approximations (4.11) and (4.12) and using

Green’s lemma result in a system of equations of the form

Kx = p + b (4.13)

where K is the global stiffness matrix, x is the unknowns vector (the unknown dis-

placements), and vectors p and b represent the external forces and the boundary

conditions, respectively.

This study utilises a preconditioned conjugate gradient technique. Here an

energy function is constructed from the elemental stiffness matrices in an element-

by-element fashion. It is then minimised to solve the system of governing equa-

tions. This is because direct solvers have limitations in terms of their memory

usage and run time due to the assembly and presence of a global stiffness matrix,

especially in three dimensions.

The elemental stiffness matrix (Ke) can be given as

Ke =

[
Ae Be

Beᵀ Ce

]
(4.14)

where Ae, Be, its transpose Beᵀ and Ce are the submatrices, and their compo-
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nents can be written as

Aeij =

∫
Ωe

[
(λ+ 2µ)

∂Ni

∂x

∂Nj

∂x
+ µ

∂Ni

∂y

∂Nj

∂y

]
dΩe

Be
ij =

∫
Ωe

[
λ
∂Ni

∂x

∂Nj

∂y
+ µ

∂Ni

∂y

∂Nj

∂x

]
dΩe

Ce
ij =

∫
Ωe

[
µ
∂Ni

∂x

∂Nj

∂x
+ (λ+ 2µ)

∂Ni

∂y

∂Nj

∂y

]
dΩe

(4.15)

Here the integrals are evaluated using the Gaussian integration rules, and the

components of the elemental stiffness matrix correspond to that of the displace-

ment vector.

4.2.3 Verification of the Code

The mesh deformation code has been verified through a comparison with a com-

mercial programme (Abaqus/CAE 6.10− 1) using high-order elements. Fig. 4.2

illustrates the sketch of a test case that has been designed to accomplish this.

The case considered is a coarse mesh (8 elements) representing a circular hole

in a plate as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). A translation with prescribed boundary

displacements has been applied to the circular hole to obtain the deformed mesh

shown in Fig. 4.2(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. Sketch of the test case used for code verification: (a) Undeformed
geometry (b) Deformed geometry.
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First, utilising Abaqus/CAE 6.10 − 1 environment, the diagonal translation

of the inner circular hole has been executed as shown in Fig. 4.3. The mesh

is displayed in Fig. 4.3(a). It has eight quadratic triangular elements around

the inner circular hole. The deformed geometry is depicted in Fig. 4.3(b). It is

not possible to visualise curved high-order elements using Abaqus/CAE 6.10− 1

interface and therefore a piecewise linear representation is used.

Fig. 4.4 depicts the results of the mesh deformation code for the test case.

The initial mesh is shown in Fig. 4.4(a) with the elements properly curved. The

resulting deformed curved mesh is seen in Fig. 4.4(b). The node numbering used

here is different from the one in Fig. 4.3.

The results for the modulus of the displacement in both cases match relatively

well with an average difference of %3. The difference might have been induced

by a number of options and an angle restriction Abaqus possesses.

4.3 Insertion of Boundary Layers

As an example of application of the method described in the previous section,

we consider the insertion of boundary elements into an existing mesh. This is

achieved using a two-step approach which consists of mesh deformation followed

by boundary layer mesh insertion. Karman [74] utilises this approach to construct

quadrilateral boundary elements.

The initial step is the unstructured mesh deformation procedure to open space

for boundary layers. This is performed by pushing the boundary of the existing

domain into the domain itself. A spacing function is then used to insert thinner

boundary layers using edges normal to the domain boundary at each step. Once

this function determines the thickness of the new layer, the elasticity analogy is

then used to displace the boundary nodes of the existing mesh. The displacement

of the boundary nodes is implemented as a Dirichlet type boundary condition

δp = xΩ̂ − xΓ (4.16)

where δp represents the displacement of the boundary nodes, xΓ stands for the

coordinate vector of the nodes on the domain boundary, and xΩ̂ is the vector for
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3. Diagonal translation of the quadratic mesh around the circular hole
using Abaqus/CAE 6.10-1: (a) Undeformed geometry (b) Deformed geometry.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Curved representation of the diagonally translated quadratic mesh
around the circular hole using the code written in this study: (a) Undeformed
geometry (b) Deformed geometry.
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the new coordinates of these nodes within the domain. The Young’s module and

the Poisson ratio in the analogy are assigned constant values (e.g. E = 1 and

ν = 0.4). The terms representing the body forces and the thermal stresses are

not used in the present mesh deformation process. The new nodal coordinates

of the existing interior nodes are also obtained, and the nodes are repositioned

accordingly.

In the second step, the boundary layer insertion may be accomplished using

single or multiple normal vectors.

4.3.1 Single Normal Vectors

The first method to add valid boundary layers into an existing mesh uses single

normal vectors. The three stages of this process are: the determination normal

vectors, the relocation of the boundary nodes using the elastic analogy, the re-

generation of the boundary nodes and the reconstruction of the connectivities for

the new boundary layers.

The insertion of boundary layers utilising single normal vectors along each

bisector line is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The normal vector at each boundary

node is parallel to the bisector line two neighbouring boundary edges sharing

that node. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the possible displacement into the domain as δ1, δ2

and δ3 at each boundary node. These are the allowable displacement lengths on

each bisector line at each boundary. The adequate layer spacing which leads to a

valid mesh is achieved by calculating these distances. The displacement distance,

δp, is then chosen according to: δp ≤ min (δ1, δ2, δ3), and the boundary nodes

are relocated inwards the domain interiors by an amount δp. This restriction on

the available space for the new boundary layer is to ensure the positivity of the

Jacobian, and therefore mesh validity.

Fig. 4.5(b) shows that it is possible to obtain mesh elements with poor qual-

ity if a wrong element connectivity near a sharp corner is created in the new

boundary layers inserted. This should be avoided in practice. A straightfor-

ward diagonal swapping, as shown in Fig. 4.5(c), will permit the generation of

boundary elements with better quality.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5. Insertion of boundary layers using single normal vectors: (a) Ex-
isting mesh around a sharp corner before the insertion of boundary layers; (b)
A mesh element with poor quality produced via a wrong element connectivity
procedure; (c) Insertion of boundary layers with better quality.

4.3.2 Multiple Normal Vectors

Using multiple normal vectors to generate boundary layers at sharp corners is

expected to enhance the quality of the additional boundary elements. To em-

ploy multiple normal vectors, the multiple bisector lines and the normal vectors

at sharp corners are identified first. We select the nodes whose adjacent edges

form an angle of 330 degrees or higher. A set of lines (multi-normals) passing

through the node are then generated at equidistant angles in the sector between

the adjacent edges.

It is now possible to use non-equidistant or equidistant displacement to push

the boundary into the domain utilising the multiple normal vectors. The use of

non-equidistant displacement is depicted in Fig. 4.6. Here the maximum dis-

placement is chosen to be δp ≤ min (δ1, δ2, δ3), see Fig. 4.5. The sharp boundary

node is dislocated along the upper and the lower normal directions whose magni-

tudes are relatively smaller than that of the horizontal one (δp). Fig. 4.6(a) and

4.6(b) show the utilisation of three and five normal vectors with non-equidistant

displacement respectively, and it can be observed from the figures that the ac-

commodation of the new boundary layer is poor in this case.

As the boundary layer mesh insertion proceeds, the quality of the new layers

is a serious concern. The equidistant displacement therefore seems to be a better
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6. Insertion of boundary layers using non-equidistant displacement:
(a) Utilisation of three normal vectors; (b) Employment of five normal vectors.

approach, and is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Here the sharp corner is pushed into

the domain by an amount δp along the multiple normal directions using the

elastic analogy. To obtain a regular mesh with no hanging nodes or crossing

mesh sections, the new connectivities of the boundary nodes are re-established

as shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7. Insertion of boundary layers using equidistant displacement: (a)
Three normal vectors; (b) Five normal vectors.

4.3.3 Examples of Valid Boundary Layer Insertion

Three examples of boundary layer insertion are used to illustrate the elastic anal-

ogy presented in Section 4.2. Each example starts with an existing unstructured
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mesh, followed by mesh deformation and boundary layer insertion procedures

that operate with single and multiple normal vectors.

Fig. 4.8 depicts various steps in the process of mesh deformation and bound-

ary layer insertion around a circular hole using single normal vectors. An un-

structured triangular mesh is generated around the circular hole as shown in Fig.

4.8(a), and three new boundary layers are inserted using single normal vectors

as in Figs. 4.8(b)-(f). As shown in the figures, first a space is created by de-

forming the existing mesh, then boundary layers and new element connectivities

are generated. This example shows that the use of single normal vectors gives

rise to acceptable boundary layer elements which are properly stretched along a

smoothly curved inner boundary.

The employment of single normal vectors in the presence of a sharp corner is

illustrated for a NACA-7526 aerofoil geometry in Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the

unstructured mesh generated around the aerofoil. The mesh with fifteen layers

of stretched boundary elements inserted around the aerofoil using the elastic

relations is depicted in Fig. 4.9(b). Figs. 4.9(c)-(e) show enlarged views of the

boundary layers generated around the smoothly curved sections of the aerofoil.

An enlarged view around its trailing edge is given in Fig. 4.9(f). The examples

show that the use of single normal vectors to produce boundary layers at the sharp

corner of the trailing edge results in elongated triangular boundary elements, but

these elements are poorly shaped.

A remedy is the utilisation of multiple normal vectors at the sharp corner on

the trailing edge of the aerofoil to push the existing mesh into the domain and

construct boundary layer elements accordingly. Fig. 4.10 exhibits the insertion of

four boundary layers using five normal vectors around the same aerofoil geometry.

In this case, the elements around the sharp corner have better quality.

A linear mesh quality measure, Q, has been adopted from [34] to merely

illustrate that using multiple normal vectors, instead of single normal vectors,

at sharp corners generate better accommodated elements around those corners.

This will only represent the quality of mesh around sharp corners correctly. This

route has been chosen to simply demonstrate the results of the test case, without

dealing with metric spaces. Measure Q represents the ratio between the diameter

and the radius of the inscribed and circumscribed circles to a triangular element
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.8. Unstructured boundary layer insertion around a circular hole us-
ing the elastic analogy: (a) The intial mesh; [(b), (c)] The first boundary layer
inserted; [(d), (e)] The second boundary layer inserted; (f) The third boundary
layer inserted.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9. Generation of unstructured boundary layers around a NACA-7526
aerofoil using the elastic analogy with single normal vectors: (a) The initial mesh;
(b) The whole mesh with the boundary layers inserted around the aerofoil; [(c)-(f)]
Enlarged views of the boundary layers at different locations around the aerofoil.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10. Unstructured boundary layers generated around the NACA-7526
aerofoil using the elastic analogy with multiple (five) normals: Enlarged views
of (a) the first, (b) the second, (c) the third and (d) the last boundary layers
inserted.
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and is expressed as

Q =
8(p− a)(p− b)(p− c)

abc
, p =

a+ b+ c

2
(4.17)

where p is the half-perimeter of the triangular element and a, b, and c are the

lengths of its edges. This is a normalised linear mesh quality measure that

achieves its maximum value for an equilateral (ideal) triangular element, and

it has been scaled so that 0 < Q < 1. Here, a value Q = 0 is an indication of a

poor mesh quality, and Q = 1 is that of a good mesh quality.

Fig. 4.11 shows the quality assessment results of the initial linear triangular

mesh constructed around the NACA-7526 aerofoil. The distribution of the mesh

quality measure, Q, given in Eq. 4.17 indicates that most triangular elements in

the mesh are of good quality, as depicted in Fig. 4.11(a). Fig. 4.11(b) shows the

scale for the linear triangular mesh quality measure Q.

The spatial distributions of the quality measure for meshes with the boundary

layers generated around the same aerofoil using single and multiple normal vectors

are displayed in Fig. 4.12. The distribution of the mesh quality measure Q

over the boundary layers created exploiting single normal vectors is displayed in

Fig. 4.12(a). Fig. 4.12(c) exhibits the quality results obtained via the use of

multiple normal vectors for the boundary layers around the aerofoil. Fig. 4.12(b)

illustrates an enlarged view of the mesh in Fig. 4.12(a) and Fig. 4.12(d) depicts

that in Fig. 4.12(c) around the trailing edge of the aerofoil. The scale for the

mesh quality measure Q is provided in Fig. 4.12(e).

Focus in this illustration is on the elements around the sharp corner at the

trailing edge of the aerofoil. In this region of the mesh, the utilisation of single nor-

mal vectors is not sufficient to accomplish the generation of good quality elements

as recently inserted boundary layers become thinner and thinner. As opposed to

poorly accommodated elements shown in Fig. 4.12(b), the use of multiple nor-

mal vectors allows the generation of better quality and well-accommodated linear

triangular elements around sharp corners, see Fig. 4.12(d).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11. Quality assessment of the initial mesh around the NACA-7526
aerofoil geometry: (a) Distribution of mesh quality; (b) Scale for mesh quality
(Q).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4.12. Quality assessment of the mesh around the NACA-7526 aerofoil
geometry and its trailing edge after the insertion of boundary layers: [(a), (b)]
When single normal vectors are used; [(c), (d)] When multiple (five) normal
vectors are utilised; (e) Scale for mesh quality (Q).
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4.4 Maintaining the Validity of Deforming High-

order Meshes

This section explores the advantages of using quality measures and the metric

tensor to preserve the validity of deforming high-order meshes. Comparisons

between the elastic analogy with and without additional terms are made using two

examples of application: a rotating circle and a rotating aerofoil. The influence of

the equal volume measure (Q4), the idealised Jacobian measure (Q17), the element

area (Ae), Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) on prolonging mesh

validity is illustrated. Mesh anisotropy for high-order elements is also examined.

In these cases the circle and the aerofoil are rotated using small angular in-

crements and the meshes allowed to deform under such prescribed displacements.

The rotation stops when an invalid element is obtained. The first example con-

sists of eight test cases, and the second one involves four test cases. Here body

forces and thermal stresses, when used, as additional terms in the analogy are

activated once elements are undergone an extreme distortion. Number of itera-

tions (N) are calculated for each angle of rotation and averaged when a maximum

angle of rotation (θm) is accomplished for each associated test case.

4.4.1 Improvements to the Elastic Analogy

To assess the performance of quality measures and the metric tensor as additional

terms in the elastic analogy, an initial quadratic mesh has been generated around

a circular hole as shown in Fig. 4.13. Eight test cases have then been devised,

where a rotational deformation is introduced into the mesh via the circular inner

boundary. Each step in the rotation procedure has been performed by rotating

the circle about its center one degree in the anti-clockwise direction.

In the first test case, the elastic formulation has been executed with E = 1

and no additional terms. Test Case 2 has involved a Young’s modulus linked

to the inverse of element area and no additional terms. The third test case has

consisted of E = 1, body forces associated with the idealised Jacobian, fx =

fy = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1, and no thermal stresses. Thermal stresses have been

linked to the idealised Jacobian, T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1, with E = 1 and no
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Figure 4.13. Initial quadratic mesh around a circular hole.

body forces in Test Case 4. The following tests have included no body forces.

Test Case 5 was performed with E = 1 and thermal stresses are associated with

the volume quality measure, T = (minQ4/maxQ4)−1. In Test Case 6, E = 1 and

thermal stresses are a function of the metric tensor of the mapping constructed

from the isosceles right triangular reference element, σt ∝ RᵀΛR when φr→p.

Here the identity matrix in the thermal stress term has been re-interpreted as

the metric tensor. In the next test case, E = 1 and thermal stresses have been

linked to the metric tensor of the mapping constructed from the ideal (equilateral)

triangular element, σt ∝ RᵀΛR when φi→p. The last test case has included no

additional terms and associated E with the idealised Jacobian measure.

The results of Test Case 1 are shown in Table 4.1. Here the elastic analogy

with no additional terms using E = 1 and ν = 0.45 has preserved mesh validity

up to a maximum rotation of 95◦ and executed in 88 iterations for each angle of

rotation on average. These results represent the reference values for the numer-

ical experiments in this section, and inclusion of additional terms is expected to

improve the angle of maximum rotation, θm.

Table 4.2 shows the results of Test Case 2, where E = 1/Ae and there are no

additional terms involved. The maximum rotation θm increases from 95◦ to 110◦

for ν = 0.45, but N also escalates from 88 to 140, see Table 4.1.

Table 4.3 depicts the results of Test Case 3. Here body forces have been

associated with measure Q17 as fx = fy = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1, E = 1 and
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ν θm N
0.05 82◦ 56
0.15 83◦ 58
0.25 84◦ 62
0.30 85◦ 65
0.35 87◦ 70
0.40 90◦ 77
0.45 95◦ 88

Table 4.1. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole for
different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1 and no
additional terms.

ν θm N
0.05 84◦ 87
0.15 87◦ 91
0.25 91◦ 96
0.30 94◦ 100
0.35 99◦ 108
0.40 105◦ 120
0.45 110◦ 140

Table 4.2. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole for
different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1/Ae and no
additional terms.
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no thermal stresses. The values of Q17 have been calculated employing the map

between the ideal and the physical element (φi→p, see in Chapter 3.3) and nor-

malised over the whole mesh. The table shows that θm increases from 95◦ to 126◦

for ν = 0.45 and N is unchanged.

ν θm N
0.05 101◦ 57
0.15 102◦ 59
0.25 104◦ 62
0.30 107◦ 65
0.35 111◦ 70
0.40 117◦ 78
0.45 126◦ 89

Table 4.3. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole for
different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1, fx = fy =
(minQ17/maxQ17)−1 and T = 0.

The findings obtained from Test Case 4 are shown in Table 4.4, where E = 1,

there are no body forces and T is linked to measureQ17 as T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1.

The results are the same as the ones in Table 4.3, and this displays the equivalence

of using body forces to the use of thermal stresses. There is a 31◦ improvement in

the angle of maximum rotation through the use of thermal stresses in comparison

with the standard technique in Table 4.1, and a 16◦ improvement compared with

the conventional method of using the element area given in Table 4.2.

Fig. 4.14 illustrates the deformed quadratic meshes obtained from the first

four test cases when a constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 is used for the whole mesh.

The results show that the elastic analogy with additional terms, shown in Figs.

4.14(c) and 4.14(d), performs better than the standard and the conventional

techniques, see in Figs. 4.14(a) and 4.14(b). It is clear from the figures that the

elasticity formulation with body forces, i.e. the pseudo-pressure term in [11, 57],

gives rise to the same results as the elastic analogy with thermal stresses. The

difference is that the elasticity formulation with thermal stresses accounts for why

the gradient of a temperature (or a pressure term) is required. It also provides a

better interpretation for how the method works. Thermal stresses achieve greater
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.14. Comparison of the results of the rotational deformation test cases
using the linear elasticity analogy with no additional terms, with body forces
and thermal stresses when ν = 0.45: (a) Test Case 1 with E = 1, fx = fy = 0,
T = 0; (b) Test Case 2 with E = 1/Ae, fx = fy = 0, T = 0; (c) Test Case 3 with
E = 1, fx = fy = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1, T = 0; (d) Test Case 4 with E = 1,
fx = fy = 0, T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1.
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ν θm N
0.05 101◦ 57
0.15 102◦ 59
0.25 104◦ 62
0.30 107◦ 65
0.35 111◦ 70
0.40 117◦ 78
0.45 126◦ 89

Table 4.4. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole for
different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1, fx = fy = 0
and T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1.

maximum angles of rotation, because they are activated whenever an element

becomes extremely cold or distorted during deformations, and the element is

heated up with its validity being preserved longer.

Table 4.5 shows the results obtained from Test Case 5. Here E = 1, there are

no body forces and T is associated with measure Q4, the volume quality measure,

as T = (minQ4/maxQ4)−1. Its values are normalised over the entire mesh and

its minimum as well as the maximum values are employed in the formulation to

maintain the mesh validity. θm increases from 95◦ to 124◦ for ν = 0.45, and N

remains its value in Test Case 1.

ν θm N
0.05 103◦ 57
0.15 103◦ 59
0.25 104◦ 63
0.30 106◦ 65
0.35 110◦ 70
0.40 117◦ 78
0.45 124◦ 89

Table 4.5. Maximum mesh deformation around the circular hole for different
Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1, fx = fy = 0 and
T = (minQ4/maxQ4)−1.

Test Case 5 for ν = 0.45 has also been used to show the evolution of the distri-
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bution of the magnitude of the thermal stresses ‖σt (x)‖ =
[
σtx (x) + σty (x)

](1/2)

over the mesh during rotational deformation. Fig. 4.15 illustrates the distribu-

tion of thermal stresses for the angles of rotational deformation of 30◦, 60◦, 90◦

and 120◦. Fig. 4.16 depicts the evolution of the sampled Jacobian values for the

same angles of rotation. Here the Jacobian represents a measure of element qual-

ity as the circular hole rotates anti-clockwise. The scales for the thermal stresses

and the Jacobian are normalised between 0 and 1 as provided in Figs. 4.15 and

4.16, respectively.

Examination of the figures indicates that the thermal stresses become ac-

tive in the regions where the Jacobian has small values. The regions where the

thermal stresses are activated evolves from the inner boundary elements towards

the interior elements step by step by the time the maximum angle of rotation is

achieved. More elements become distorted as the angle of rotation increases. The

elements close to the outer boundary remain stationary, and the thermal stresses

are turned off in these parts of the mesh.

Table 4.6 depicts the findings obtained from Test Case 6 for E = 1 and

the thermal stresses associated with the metric tensor of the mapping from an

isosceles right triangular reference element. Here Λ is a diagonal matrix which

stores the eigenvalues of the metric tensor of the mapping, and R is the matrix

of the eigenvectors of the mapping. Inspection of the table shows that the metric

tensor allows a better control of mesh anisotropy and improves the maximum

angle of rotation (θm) up to 129◦. The number of iterations (N) is maintained as

ν increases (compare Table 4.6 to Table 4.1).

Table 4.7 displays the results obtained from Test Case 7, where Young’s mod-

ulus is E = 1, and σt is associated with the metric tensor of the mapping from

the ideal (equilateral) triangular element, σt ∝ RᵀΛR when φi→p. A comparison

of this table, Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 shows that there is still an improvement

in the maximum angle of rotation (θm). A 52◦ more rotation has been achieved

than the standard technique given in Table 4.1, and a 37◦ more rotation than the

conventional technique in Table 4.2. A comparison of Table 4.6 and 4.7 shows

that using the ideal (equilateral) triangular element has a more positive effect

than the isosceles right triangular reference element.

Table 4.8 presents the results of Test Case 8, where E is associated with
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.15. Evolution of the distribution of thermal stresses using the elas-
ticity analogy as the rotational deformation intensifies when E = 1, T =
(minQ4/maxQ4)−1 and ν = 0.45: (a) Rotational deformation of 30◦; (b) Ro-
tational deformation of 60◦; (c) Rotational deformation of 90◦; (d) Rotational
deformation of 120◦.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.16. Evolution of the distribution of the sampled and normalised Ja-
cobian values using the elasticity analogy with thermal stresses as the rotational
deformation intensifies when E = 1, T = (minQ4/maxQ4)−1 and ν = 0.45: (a)
Rotational deformation of 30◦; (b) Rotational deformation of 60◦; (c) Rotational
deformation of 90◦; (d) Rotational deformation of 120◦.
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ν θm N
0.05 90◦ 58
0.15 92◦ 60
0.25 97◦ 64
0.30 104◦ 66
0.35 107◦ 70
0.40 113◦ 77
0.45 129◦ 89

Table 4.6. Maximum mesh deformation around the circular hole achieved for
different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E = 1, the temper-
ature function σt ∝ RᵀΛR when φr→p.

ν θm N
0.05 107◦ 59
0.15 108◦ 61
0.25 108◦ 65
0.30 110◦ 68
0.35 113◦ 72
0.40 140◦ 81
0.45 147◦ 94

Table 4.7. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole
revealed for different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy when E = 1
and the temperature function σt ∝ RᵀΛR when φi→p, see in Chapter 3.3.
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measure Q17, and there are no additional terms. This test has produced the

greatest maximum angle of rotation (θm = 150◦) in 98 iterations for ν = 0.25 as

illustrated in Fig. 4.17. The results for all ν values in the test case are given in

Table 4.8.

ν θm N
0.05 117◦ 86
0.15 124◦ 89
0.25 150◦ 98
0.30 143◦ 100
0.35 138◦ 105
0.40 134◦ 114
0.45 139◦ 134

Table 4.8. Maximum rotational mesh deformation around the circular hole
revealed for different Poisson’s ratios using the linear elastic analogy with E =
(minQ17/maxQ17)−1 and no additional terms.

Figure 4.17. Greatest maximum angle of rotation (150◦) achieved using the
elastic analogy when E = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1 and ν = 0.25 with no additional
terms.

A summary of the results for ν = 0.45 is displayed in Table 4.9. The elastic

analogy with E = 1 and no additional terms has resulted in a maximum rotational

deformation of 95◦. Higher angles of rotation have been achieved using measures
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Q4, Q17 and the metric tensor of the mapping. For instance, Test Case 6 has

resulted in a 129◦ maximum angle of rotation. The highest angle of rotation

achieved for ν = 0.45 is 147◦ in Test Case 7, where E = 1 and the thermal

stresses have been associated with the metric tensor RᵀΛR when φi→p. Therefore,

it is clear that the involvement of quality measures and the metric tensor in the

analogy preserves the validity of high-order meshes longer.

Test Elastic analogy
cases θm N E fx, fy T , σt

1 95◦ 88 1 0 0
2 110◦ 140 1/Ae 0 0

3 126◦ 89 1 (minQ17/maxQ17)−1 0

4 126◦ 89 1 0 (minQ17/maxQ17)−1

5 124◦ 89 1 0 (minQ4/maxQ4)−1

6 129◦ 89 1 0 RᵀΛR when φr→p
7 147◦ 94 1 0 RᵀΛR when φi→p
8 139◦ 134 (minQ17/maxQ17)−1 0 0

Table 4.9. The summary of the results of all test cases for ν = 0.45.

4.4.2 An Example of Application

To present a more realistic example for preserving high-order mesh validity, six

additional test cases have been devised using a NACA-7526 aerofoil geometry.

First, an initial quadratic mesh has been constructed around the aerofoil in a

square domain. A quadratic boundary layer around the aerofoil has then been

generated using single normal vectors. This geometry has been used for Test

Cases 1, 2 and 3. For Test Cases 4, 5 and 6, a different boundary layer around

the initial aerofoil has been generated using multiple normal vectors. The elastic

analogy with thermal stresses has then been utilised to preserve mesh validity

against rotational deformation. The thermal stresses have been associated with

the inverse of the element area (1/Ae), the idealised Jacobian measure (Q17) and

the metric tensor of the mapping. A constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 has been

chosen to compare the effect of different thermal stresses used. It has then been

shown that the idealised Jacobian measure and the metric tensor perform better

than the conventional approach that uses the inverse of the element area.
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Fig. 4.18 illustrates the generation of the quadratic boundary layer using

single normal vectors. This procedure starts with the generation of a linear mesh

as shown in Fig. 4.18(a). Next, the linear boundary layer is inserted around the

aerofoil. Fig. 4.18(b) shows this, and the quadratic mesh with straight edges is

constructed as given in Fig. 4.18(c). The curved quadratic mesh is then built

by relocating the boundary nodes onto the actual boundary using the elastic

analogy, and the boundary displacement is accommodated via the replacement

of the interior nodes. Test Case 1, 2 and 3 have used the mesh in Fig. 4.18(d).

Fig. 4.19 shows the generation of a different boundary layer using multiple

(five) normal vectors at the trailing edge of the aerofoil. The resulting mesh in

Fig. 4.19(d) has been used for Test Cases 4, 5 and 6.

Fig. 4.20 depicts the clockwise rotational deformation for Test Cases 1, 2 and

3. Test Case 1 has been performed using the elastic analogy with E = 1 and a

temperature T = 1/Ae, Test Case 2 with E = 1 and T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1,

and Test Case 3 with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR when the mapping employed is

φi→p. Fig. 4.20(b) shows the result of Test Case 1. A maximum rotation of

22◦ has been produced via the conventionally used term T = 1/Ae that deforms

meshes with respect to their element areas. A maximum rotation of 29◦ has been

achieved employing the quality measure Q17, and this is given in Fig. 4.20(c).

Test Case 3 with the metric tensor constructed by the mapping φi→p has given

rise to a maximum rotation of 85◦.

The boundary layer generated using multiple normal vectors has been rotated

clockwise exploiting the elastic analogy with E = 1 and T = 1/Ae in Test Case

4, with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR constructed by the mapping φr→p in Test Case

5, and with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR formed by the mapping φi→p in Test Case

6. Fig. 4.21(b) reveals that a maximum rotation of 62◦ has been produced in

the fourth case whilst that of 70◦ and 125◦ has been accomplished utilising the

metric tensor in the fifth and sixth tests, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.21(c)

and 4.21(d).

The six test cases above-presented have achieved greater maximum rotations

taking advantage of the mesh quality measures and the metric tensor of the

mapping, the preservation of the boundary layer appears to be an issue that

entails a better handling, however. The easy solution seems to fix the boundary
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.18. Generation of a quadratic boundary layer mesh using the elastic
analogy with single normal vectors around the NACA-7526 aerofoil geometry in
a square domain for Test Cases 1, 2 and 3: (a) Initial linear mesh; (b) Linear
mesh with the boundary layer; (c) Quadratic boundary layer mesh with straight
boundary edges; (d) Quadratic boundary layer mesh with curved boundary edges.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19. Generation of a quadratic boundary layer mesh using the elastic
analogy with multiple normal vectors around the NACA-7526 aerofoil geometry
in a square domain for Test Cases 4, 5 and 6: (a) Initial linear mesh; (b) Linear
mesh with the boundary layer; (c) Quadratic boundary layer mesh with straight
boundary edges; (d) Quadratic boundary layer mesh with curved boundary edges.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.20. Comparison of the results of the rotational deformation obtained in
Test Cases 1, 2 and 3: (a) Initial quadratic mesh around the NACA-7526 aerofoil;
(b) Test Case 1 with E = 1 and T = 1/Ae produces a maximum rotation of 22◦;
(c) Test Case 2 with E = 1 and T = (minQ17/maxQ17)−1 yields that of 29◦; (d)
Test Case 3 with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR when the mapping used is φi→p results
in that of 85◦.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.21. Comparison of the results of the rotational deformation obtained in
Test Cases 4, 5 and 6: (a) Initial quadratic mesh around the NACA-7526 aerofoil;
(b) Test Case 4 with E = 1 and T = 1/Ae produces a maximum rotation of 62◦;
(c) Test Case 5 with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR associated with the mapping φr→p
yields that of 70◦; (d) Test Case 6 with E = 1 and σt ∝ RᵀΛR constructed by
the mapping φi→p results in that of 125◦.
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layer, but it should be possible to manipulate the metric field of the mapping, if

not the high-order mesh quality measures in the future.

4.4.3 Obstacles in Governing the Metric field

Using thermal stresses which are associated with the metric tensor of the mapping

has been observed to improve the maximum angle of rotation, because the metric

field permits the potential to better control mesh anisotropy, and therefore to

guide mesh validity and quality more efficiently. This section will explain some

difficulties in controlling the metric field.

The metric field used is in the form of thermal stresses

σt ∝ RᵀΛR (4.18)

where R is a matrix which stores the eigenvectors of the mapping, and Λ is its

eigenvalues. If λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues, the metric tensor may then be

interpreted and visualised in terms of an ellipse whose semi-axes are 1/
√
λ1 and

1/
√
λ2.

The elastic analogy with thermal stresses heat up the distorted regions of

high-order elements in proportion to the metric tensor of the mapping. Conse-

quently, the most distorted region of an element has the highest temperature.

This procedure delays the occurrence of mesh invalidities and preserves mesh

validity longer as elements become more distorted. Fig. 4.22, using this inter-

pretation (see also Eq. 4.18), visualises the metric fields of the mapping for a

selection of distorted and undeformed elements. Figs. 4.22(a) and 4.22(c) illus-

trate the stretched metric fields of two highly distorted boundary elements whilst

a uniform distribution of metrics are observed in the undeformed elements shown

in Figs. 4.22(b) and 4.22(d). Normalised Jacobian values and their scale are also

provided. As depicted in the figures, the higher an element becomes distorted

with respect to the reference element chosen, the more elongated its metric field

is distributed.

Although we are able to visualise the distorted regions of high-order elements

using a metric field, there are still some difficulties in governing the metric field

of the mapping. For instance, a precise control over the use of the metric field
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.22. Visualisation of the metric fields constructed from the isosceles
right reference triangle and the ideal (equilateral) triangle at six Gaussian in-
tegration points: [(a), (c)] Distorted boundary elements over which normalised
Jacobian values are also sampled; (b) A corner element with no distortion; (d)
An equilateral element with no deformation.
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constructed from the mapping φr→p (see Section 3.2 for details) is unattainable,

due to its label-variance. Fig. 4.23 illustrates the effect of change in element

label-order. The metric field shown in Fig. 4.23(a) is unable to detect mesh

quality and distortion correctly during the mapping φr→p. This is induced by a

shifted label-ordering employed in physical elements.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.23. Visualising the effect of label-order change on the metric fields
constructed at six Gaussian integration points on two quadratic elements: (a)
An isosceles right triangular quadratic element mapped from the isosceles right
reference triangle; (b) An equilateral triangular quadratic element mapped from
an ideal (equilateral) triangular element.

High-order mesh quality measures which use the Jacobian matrix of the map-

ping φr→p also suffer from the same predicament. Thanks that we are able to

employ a mapping from an isotropic (equilateral) reference element to physical

elements. The metric field associated with the mapping φi→p is maintained, re-

gardless of which corner node is picked first. In other words, it is label-invariant.

Comparison of Figs. 4.23(b) and 4.22(d) shows the unvarying nature of this

metric field. Hence, there is no need for new shape functions [42] or symmetric

quadrature rules [45, 70] for the use of an equilateral or tetrahedral reference

element in this context.
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4.5 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed an improved linear elastic analogy that includes body

forces and thermal stresses as well as elastic properties that are functions of

mesh quality for enchancing high-order meshes. The method has been applied to

deform high-order meshes, to insert valid boundary layers into existing high-order

meshes, and to prolong the validity of deforming high-order meshes.

The results of unstructured boundary layer mesh generation have revealed that

this approach is effective to influence existing mesh configurations, but around

sharp regions the quality of inserted triangular elements deteriorates when single

normal vectors are utilised. The implementation of multiple normal vectors has

then been shown to generate triangular elements with better quality.

The present analogy provides a more physical interpretation of the formulation

in relation to the pressure penalty term proposed in [11, 57]. Here the thermal

stresses and the modulus of elasticity have been associated with the equal volume

measure, the idealised Jacobian and the metric tensor of the mapping to prolong

high-order mesh validity. The current analogy has been, in general, found to

perform better than the standard and the conventional methods [16, 74, 79].

This is because the additional mechanism of heating up distorted elements or

regions with the help of isotropic or anisotropic thermal stresses reduces mesh

distortion and delays the onset of mesh invalidity.

Of all the alternatives presented in this chapter, the metric tensor of the

mapping is the more advantageous option to use, because its computational cost

is roughly the same as the standard method and it has the ability to govern

anisotropy in the form of thermal stresses. Therefore, it provides a better control

on maintaining mesh validity. It can be inferred that this method preserves

high-order elements within boundary layer regions well when used with smoothly

curved boundaries, but with the involvement of sharp corners it becomes harder

to maintain boundary elements, particularly at stages of high deformation.

The metric tensor constructed from an isosceles right triangle has been shown

to be sensitive to element label-order change, and that formed from an isotropic

(equilateral) ideal element has been observed to remain label-invariant. Having

monitored its label invariance property, it can be inferred that the latter appears
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suitable for a high-order mesh quality enhancement formulation better than any

other option.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Further Work

This study has presented three major contributions in mesh generation. First,

an alternative method to generate anisotropic and boundary-conforming Voronoi

regions and their corresponding Delaunay triangulations has been proposed. Sec-

ondly, high-order mesh quality have been assessed for domain interiors and bound-

ary regions. Finally an improved linear elastic analogy that incorporates mesh

quality measures to control high-order mesh validity longer and accuracy has been

proposed.

5.1 Concluding Remarks

The first part of this thesis proposes a level set method for generating Voronoi

regions as growing crystals which has been shown to be successful in dealing with

Riemannian metric structures, and thus in handling anisotropy, by the specifica-

tion of an appropriate speed function. The formulation permits a straightforward

treatment of the interfaces between regions. It allows the generation of regions

that conform to non-convex boundaries, one of the major issues in Delaunay-

based mesh generators. Here domain boundaries are also considered as crystals,

hence no boundary reconstruction method is required. The very nature of the

formulation prevents it from generating orphan regions, and using a continuous

metric field reduces the likelihood of producing isolated regions. An improved

treatment of crystal boundary collisions has been proposed that does not have

any restrictions on the angles between the two adjoining crystal boundaries. It is
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also able to generate highly-stretched and boundary-conforming Voronoi regions

in areas, such as fluid boundary layers and wakes, where rapid changes might oc-

cur. The computational efficiency and cost of the method are still an issue that

diminishes its general applicability. A rectangular mesh is required for the cal-

culations and its size is determined by the minimum distance between the initial

seeds. It has been observed that the shorter the maximum distance between two

seeds becomes for a given number of seeds that is greater than two, the quicker

the algorithm performs due to limiting the range of the search per crystal. The

mesh size also determines the number of time steps required to converge to the

final Voronoi partition due to the CFL stability restriction.

In the second part of the thesis, a systematic inquiry into “a priori” quality

measures has been carried out for high-order meshes. A number of high-order

quality measures have been identified as the best performers according to their

sensitivity to distortions, flexibility for multi-purpose applications, capability of

guiding mesh optimisation correctly, ability to minimise discretisation errors, ef-

ficiency, dimension-generalisability, element type-generalisability, ability to be

unitless, fitness to be associated with an ideal element, and invariance against

the change of element label-order, element scaling and element orientation. The

ability of some high-order mesh quality measures to represent quality has been

found to be reproduced in distortion minimisation (or maximisation) processes

that optimise the locations of element nodes. Another conclusion is that the

distortion function for each measure might be minimised successfully with no

distortions, but this does not necessarily mean that the outcome of the minimi-

sation procedure will give a geometrically correct result.

The invariance representation tests have shown that the Jacobian (J) and all

high-order mesh quality measures are label-invariant. Measures Q1, Q6, Q7, Q11,

Q12, Q8 and Q16 are scale-invariant; the Jacobian, measures Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q9,

Q10, Q13, Q14 and Q17 are not. The Jacobian and all high-order mesh quality

measures are rotation-invariant.

The quality representation tests have revealed that the distribution of measure

Q1 (the ratio between the minimum and the maximum Jacobian values) has a

constant value over elements, due to its special design for linear meshes. It detects

the best element and distortions in general, but it does not capture the regions of
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distortion. Measures Q2, Q3 and Q5 react similarly to distortions. Measures Q2

and Q5 are identical. They are able to detect the ideal element and simple nodal

distortions. These quality measures have given incorrect results for symmetrically

configured deformations in some tests. They are incapable of identifying extreme

edge deformations and large angles correctly. Measures Q4 and Q17 are functions

of the Jacobian of the mapping from the ideal element to physical elements.

The growth in Q4’s response to distortions is rapid compared to that of Q17.

These quality measures identify almost all deformations successfully. Measures

Q6, Q7 and Q11 are identical in two-dimensions, but different in three-dimensions.

The ability of measure Q8 to detect distortions is identical with measure Q16 in

two dimensions, but differs in three dimensions. Measures Q9 and Q10 are two

distinct derivatives of measures Q6 and Q7, respectively, and the half of Q12 is

equal to Q6, Q7 and Q11. Their patterns of quality representation are similar.

Measure Q14 consists of Q12 and Q13 and a weighing factor (α). That said, the

footprints of this quality measure is similar to measures Q6, Q7, Q9, Q10 and

Q12; this observation may change with the value of the weighing factor. Quality

measure Q13 has been found to be insensitive to a number of distortions such as

extreme edge deformations and large angles. Measure Q15 is a quality measure

designed only for quadratic elements, this is why it has been impossible to assess

this measure using the high-order element gallery. Measures Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9,

Q10, Q11, Q12, Q14 and Q16 are able to represent element quality correctly, and

measures Q4 and Q17 are successful in detecting almost all deformations. Others

are unsuccessful in doing so.

Mesh optimisation tests for domain interiors have shown that all quality mea-

sures converges to a linear equilateral triangle, corresponding that all display good

high-order mesh guidance for interior regions. The best performing measures are

Q11, Q8, Q14 and Q13, because they converge to their minima quicker than oth-

ers. The reaction of measures become unstable and the mininum location of the

distortion functions starts shifting when their response is flat in the minimum

region. The large values of quality measures may negatively affect the minimi-

sation procedure. The findings suggest that the optimisation of the location of

an interior element node is an operation that requires fewer algorithmic searches

than minimising the distortion of an element edge.
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Further optimisation assessments for boundary elements have presented that

all distortion functions constructed from high-order mesh quality measures con-

verge to a solution. Starting from a symmetrically distorted geometric setting,

all measures, except for Q2, Q3, Q5 and Q10, lead to a symmetric geometric con-

figuration. Measures Q1, Q4, Q9, Q13, Q14 and Q17 yield a valid and symmetric

element with no distortions. These measures therefore guide the minimisation

processes correctly. Of these measures, Q4 and Q17 distribute the determinant of

the Jacobian matrix uniformly at the end of mesh optimisation. Other measures,

Q6, Q7, Q8, Q11, Q12, and Q16, produce invalidities.

Examination of the effect of boundary curvature on quality measures has ex-

posed that measures Q8 (the shape measure), Q4 (the equal volume measure) and

Q10 (the inverse mean ratio measure) are the most sensitive to concave boundary

edges, because the distortion for these measures grow exponentially as they ap-

proach to a maximum level of curvature. This alters slightly for convex boundary

regions where measures Q10 (the inverse mean ratio measure), Q3 (the metric ten-

sor measure) and Q8 (the shape measure) are the most sensitive ones. Measures

Q2, Q3 and Q5 do not identify the distinction between convex and concave distor-

tions as good as others do. Measures Q6, Q7 and Q11 are algebraically identical

and therefore display the same behaviour in this context. In addition to this, Q2

and Q5 are also algebraically identical, so they also show the same behaviour.

Measures Q11 and Q12, although not algebraically identical, respond similarly

to changes in boundary curvature. Measures Q8 and Q16, too, are algebraically

different but their distortion curves resemble one another. For convex curvature,

measures Q9, Q12, Q13 and Q14 do not show as apparent a variation as the rest.

This indicates that these measures cannot effectively identify deformations for

convex boundary edges. As a result, it can be concluded that measures Q1, Q4

and Q17 are the best measures to be used for boundary elements with symmetric

edge distortions.

The general conclusion obtained from the second part of the investigation is

that the equal volume measure (Q4) and the idealised Jacobian measure (Q17) are

the best performing ones of currently available high-order mesh quality measures.

They quantify elemental distortions that vary over elements, represent elemental

distortions correctly, govern optimisation processes properly for both interior and
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boundary regions, are sufficiently sensitive to boundary curvature and able to

detect undeformed elements with no curvature, are more sensitive to distortions

for concave boundary edges than convex ones, and show asymmetric behaviour

against convex and concave curvature.

In the third part of the thesis, body forces and thermal stresses have been in-

corporated into the elastic equations for the deformation of high-order meshes and

applied to insert valid boundary layers into existing meshes. The recent formu-

lation have been shown to control mesh quality and to preserve high-order mesh

validity longer during rotational deformations. While inserting boundary layers,

the quality of inserted elements deteriorates around sharp corners when single

normal vectors are used. Multiple normal vectors has been utilised to overcome

this problem and meshes with better quality have been obtained. The modified

analogy with thermal stresses that are functions of the equal volume measure,

the idealised Jacobian and the metric tensor of the mapping provides a mecha-

nism to control mesh quality that is not available in conventional approaches, and

it has been shown to maintain high-order mesh validity longer. Employing the

metric tensor of the mapping appears to be more advantageous than using mesh

quality measures, due to their ability to control anisotropy with little increase

in the computational cost. They thus provides a better guidance for prolonging

mesh validity. It can be inferred that this method preserves high-order elements

within boundary layer regions well when used with smoothly curved boundaries.

With the involvement of sharp corners, however, it becomes harder to maintain

boundary elements, particularly at stages of high deformation.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

Improvements in performance of the proposed level set formulation can be achieved

by employing the narrow band [35] or the fast marching [22] techniques to calcu-

late the evolution of the level sets. Control over the formation and elimination

of isolated regions can also be incorporated by imposing restrictions (e.g. [18])

on the speed of crystal propagation and reconfiguring the metric field during the

construction of Voronoi regions. The method can be extended to surfaces and
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volumes. With regard to surfaces, a mapping mechanism for the Voronoi regions

and the corresponding Delaunay triangulation needs to be incorporated from a

two-dimensional plane to a three-dimensional surface. The extension to volumes

is straightforward.

The systematic analysis of high-order mesh quality measures should be ex-

tended to different type of elements, to elements of higher order and to three-

dimensional elements, because the quality measures may react differently. For

this, new test cases should be designed to measure particular elemental distor-

tions.

As a measure of mesh quality or validity, mid-node admissible space concept

[9] was proposed only for quadratic elements and element mid-nodes. The concept

of admissible space can be generalised for all element nodes and different types

of elements in 2D and 3D. This can be achieved by first obtaining an analytic

formulation for each element node from an analysis of how the Jacobian and the

metric tensor of the mapping alter with the change in the coordinates of each

node, then improving the quality around the node under consideration relocating

it into the admissible space. This seems to be a tedious process, but may present

a way to better understand nodal distortions in high-order elements. It may be

a more flexible approach to mesh quality enhancement, because different levels

of restrictions on the admissible space can be defined. The admissible space

approach may also be linked to the degeneracy conditions for high-order elements

proposed in Ref. [42].

Further research in boundary layer mesh insertion may consist of the extension

of the present technique to three-dimensions. This can then be achieved simply

by extruding triangular surface elements on the boundary along single normal

vectors towards the domain interior. Here different strategies can be used to split

and generate tetrahedral boundary elements from inserted layers, see, e.g., Refs.

[3, 14, 49]. Due to the visibility conditions required for existing and inserted

element nodes, the presence of ridges and corners poses significant difficulties

[61, 62]. Similar problems may also be encountered around sharp and complex

edges in two-dimensions. Therefore, these complications should be addressed by

detailing the correct use of multiple normal vectors for both linear and high-order

boundary layer mesh generation.
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The downside of the use of the high-order mesh quality measures and the

metric tensor to prolong high-order mesh validity, in general, used to be their

sensitivity to element label ordering and to the type of reference element utilised.

It has been shown that using an equilateral ideal element this is no longer a

problem. Further work is thus unnecessary for the derivation of appropriate shape

functions for various types of elements and the symmetric quadrature rules using

an equilateral reference element in 2D and a regular tetrahedron in 3D [42, 45, 70].

The metric tensor constructed from an isosceles right triangle has also been shown

to be sensitive to element label-order change, and that built from an isotropic

(equilateral) ideal element has been revealed to remain label-invariant. Therefore,

this suggests that the latter should be implemented appropriately into a high-

order mesh quality enhancement formulation, because it is more suitable for this

end than any other option, given that this procedure will require the presence of

anisotropy.

There are many alternatives to control high-order mesh quality and preserve

mesh validity using the present elastic analogy such as combining different qual-

ity measures or using particular quality measures and the metric tensor together.

These with other possibilities should be explored further with systematic numer-

ical tests and their performance results. Mesh validation operations that use the

high-order mesh quality measures, separately or in a combined fashion, need to

be examined. Could the metric tensor of the mapping also be employed to detect

mesh invalidities? Further research is required if there is a more efficient mesh

validation technique. It is also possible to untangle invalid high-order meshes

using slightly modified quality measures, for instance see Ref. [2]. Future work

is necessary to understand which measure detects invalidities more efficiently.

Which high-order mesh quality measure works more effectively with “a poste-

riori” approaches, where errors in numerical models govern the enhancement of

mesh quality? This question is required to be answered. These investigations

should be carried out devising a number of test cases with different type of and

higher order elements, surfaces and volumes.

Progress should also be made in assessing the high-order mesh quality mea-

sures in connection with a given solution.
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